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NOTHER year is drawing swiftly to its
close. Spring is here - dear flowerwreathed Australian Spring, with her
sunny smiles and softly falling tears. The roses
are massed on the arbours and in the garden
everywhere; lilies too are lifting pure faces skywards, and our own Eucalyptus Blossoms are out.
The first p;;i.rt of our magazine is devoted to the
doings of some of our "old girls ;" the second
tells of the momentous happenings of the year,
and lastly one may read of pupils of the l.B.V.M.
in other lands-far away, perhaps, yet near in
spirit, and in the very fact of their being our
sisters -and we, ourselves? you ask-what of
ourselves the girls of Mary's Mount-well, we
remain modestly in the background for the
present, in spite of our being the children of
the Jubilee Year-yet we come forward for a
moment as we wish our readers a Happy Christmas and all the blessings of the coming New
Year.
October, 1903.
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Travelling in Japan.
(Th e writer of the accompanying article forms one ot this party and is to be
seen in the rickshaw at the rear .)
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PART I.
\\'ITH FORMER PUPILS IN OTHER LANDS, AND HOME MUSINGS.
~~~~~~.
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C!bilbren in 5apan.
l\IONGST the many vivid impressions retained in my memory of fascinating Japan,
that made by the children is the strongest.
\\"hat little butterfly creatures they are! and
how quaintly brought up! Their gaudy costumes and strange hairdressing, coupled with
their beautiful manners, prevent one from realising they are little humanities till some
touch of childishness betrays them. Then
you begin to understand the philosophy of
clothes, and that children are children the
world over. These little Japs, however, seem
a special kind of child. Nowhere but in Japan
can ) ou find such another. Spotlessly clean,
as a rule, tastefully dressed, with comical
heads adorned like a carpet garden by the artist
hairdresser. Usually they are pleasant to contemplate, and seldom in tears. Of course there
are little ragamuffins too, though 1 saw only one
child interesting himself in a mud pie. Even
the poorest mother will provide a straw mat for
her baby to lie and roll about on. \Vonderful
to relate, unlike other babies, he stays there,
though with scarce a toy to amuse him. Other
more pampered silken darlings (the epithet
"curled" could never apply to them) have a
goodly supply of grotesque amusement. Here
the common sense of a Japenese toy asserts itself.
It is never made too lasting, and costs almost
nothing, so that the variety which charms is
easily obtained. The poorest parent will spend
all he can upon his little one, often indulging him
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at great sacrifice to himself. Older children
soon have to work. Little mites of five and six
are pressed into service as nurses. Amazingly
do they contrive to co:-nbine duty with pleasure.
Poor baby appears to have a Lad time of it to an
onlooker. Big sister, in brightest of dress, with
hair newly barbered, and baby strapped to her
back, is allowed out to play in the street. Perhaps
it will only be a quiet gameofcat's-cradle, or jackstones, played with tiny bags of sand. More
often it will be chasing (with accompanying
shouts), or tiggy-touchwood, or best of all hopscotch which appears to be a great favourite.
Through all the jo1-ming, shouts and laughter,
baby slumbers on unmindful, or if he wakes to
remonstrate is jogged more than ever, till he finds

discretion the better part, and remains passive.
When disinclined for sleep he is a funny picture
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his little black eyes peeping under a queer woolly
cap, and his chubby face rising out of a knitted
toby frill of brightest coloured wool. That is all
you can see of him in the winter, the rest of him
being completely engulfed in a miniature downquilt which partially eclipses big sister as well.
Give him a biscuit or some queer lolly stuff just
made hefore your eyes at a street stall, and see
him bob his head, and big sister bow low in
thanks . Buy one of them an orange from a
passing vendor, and see, the smile of pleasure
discloses beautiful teeth. There is no fear of
baby swallowing the pips, the oranges have no
seeds. They are grafted upon peach trees and
have a peculiar sweet-scented flavour all their
own. Now, after a series of profound bows and
thank yous, the game goes on. In hopscotch,
the agility displayed is wonderful. Small, round,

fl.at pieces of coloured glass, the size of a shilling,
are used, and skip, skip goes big sister on the
most acute angle of wooden clog. She seldom
misses, but contrives to keep hopping on one toe
as long as she pleases, though poor baby's head
jerks dreadfully meanwhile. Sometimes the baby
is well able to run about, so he alights and
amuses himself. He gets into some slight mischief, but by no chance does he get a slap as
correction. He is carefully shepherded by big
sister, who manages to guard him from danger
and keep up her game too.
We happened to be in Japan during the
girls' festival of dolls, but left before the boys'
one of kites, held a month later, we were told.
Just before the feast of dolls, all the toy shops
were filled with them. Not a scrap like other
children's dolls. These were not intended to be

nursed and played with as an ordinary toy, but
were all mounted upon wooden stands and represented all sorts of people of the highest, or of no
account. Gods and goddesses, high society,
heroines of fiction with a pet dog of fluffy silk,
priests and priestesses of th e temple, all were
represented amongst sets of dancing girls in all
sorts of postures. Many a small girl would stand
open-eyed before a shop, but I believe the dolls
are hought privately and presented like Christmas toys, as a surprise. The usual everyday
doll is a funny rag bundle strapped to baby's
back, so that one frequently sees big sister, then
baby, then rag doll, one on top of another. At
times when a little girl is not nurse to a baby,
she substitutes a very life-like . doll. Th e boys
play cricket and a kind of rounders, and are very
fond of wrestling, in which the Japanese have
a peculiar method of their own. They are
clever with tops, spinning them up and down the
cord. Sometimes the boys are made nursemaids
of too. Battledore and shuttlecock is a favourite
game, and they are very expert, catching the ball
with their feet. Cap-and-ball is another favourite
amusement, and kite flying as a matter of course.
The boys have more freedom of limb than the
girls, though the dress is almost the same. The
boys are taught to shoot and drill for soldiers
from the age of ten years. .It is very difficult to
determine anyone's age in J apan, though it is
considered perfectly correct to inquire closely
into the ages of your guests and all his relations
and to ask any other questions of as private and
personal interest as pleases you. Then the guest
must inquire in kind of the host, and bows a re
necessary at every question. If a child be born
in November or Dece mber, he is counted one
year old on the next New Year's day-which is
the same as our own. That is why one is so
often puzzled at the size of an infant said to be
two years old, when by our counting it cannot
be much more th;in one.
The Japanese are very fond of lotteries and
games of chance, and the children frequently
have a game of which I do not know the name.
It is often practised by the ricksha coolies when
two or three of them rush together to claim a
passenger. It soon decides who is to carry the
fare, and is played thus :-On the utterance of
some magic word of their own, they all fling out
one hand in one of three positions. The posi-
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tions a re : a clenched fist to represent a stone;
th e hand fl. at, to represent paper; and th e two
first fin gers only ex tended, to represent a pair
of scissors . Thus, when on th e given signal th e
hands are ex te nded, it becomes a chance whether
a ll will choose the sa me position. After several
t ries and when onh two are left the winner is
the person whose hand represents the one of the
tb ree things that will destroy the oth er two
For instance, scissors will cut paper, but not
stone, and paper wi ll wrap up stone, but stone is
not ex pected to smas h scissors, and so they come
at some defi nit e result. In many of th e carvedwood shops they have dozens of varieties of
games of chance ·an d wheels of fortune on sale.
In one of th ese whi le shopping, we had a game
with th e elderly proprietress, who wanted to show
off her wares, but the unrestrained hilarity of
th e lady gath ered such a crowd, we hurriedly
bought something and quickly departed. We
were unused to being centres of attraction to
large crowds of persons, so found the frank
curiosity we excited rather embarrassing. We
were frequently scarcely able to push through
the crowd gathered to see us shopping, causing
endless amusement with our bargaining, and
certainly receiving plenty in return. Many times
we were followed by a long procession of children, of all sorts and sizes, with the everlasting
ba by very much in evidence. Once a family of
five, big sister with the baby, two small broth ers,
and a scrap of another toddler followed us three
miles and back again, scuffling along after us at
a great pace. Their interest in us never once
fl agged all the way, neither did their steps, nor
spirits. The children seem well-behaved, and
never get into much mischi ef, while th ey are
treated with unvarying kindness by their elders.
Filial piety is a very live virtue in Japan, and
the older people are the more they are held in
respect. It is the custom for a man with a
family to retire from work at a certain age, when
all his property is divided amongst his children.
Two-thirds goes to his eldest son, who has then
to maintain his parents till they die, and he must
always remain with them and keep the home
together.
The remaining third is divided
amongst th e other children, the youngest usually
receiving rather more. But they are then free
to go when and where they will and earn their
living in any way they think best.
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Japanese toy shops are quite unique, usually
they sell on ly one or two varieties of toy. Frequently th ere will be a whole village where you
buy only one kind and can never get the same
anr~vhere else. For instance in one village there
will be several streets of those little open shops
containing the oddest, weirdest straw animals of
quite impossible colouring. For less than a
half-penny up to about two shillings one may
buy all sizes of basket toys; vivid green, squat
frogs, touched up with red and white spots; a
yellow tortoise with a blue, a green, a red, and a
purple ring on its back, and with a short black
tail ; fi erce yellow tigers striped with purple;
crimson foxes, yellow badgers, and odd cattle
with wriggling heads and ta ils, bearing a man
attired in a mushroom hat seated between the
panniers. All these straw toys have a squeaker
in th em, and are mostly dangled from the end of
a stick. Any other but a Japanese baby would
die of fri ght at them. In another village near
the sea are strings of pearl beads, boxes, screens
and all sorts of things stuck with shells, hair
ornaments, trumpets, and little dishes made of
shells, more sold as card counters, and in other
ways too numerous to mention. The same kind
of monopoly appears at eve!'y village and many
towns in Japan . As examples, in one village is
a speciality of woodwork; in another, a curious
kind of red lacquer ; one holds a name for a
peculia r kind of sweet and a sort of paper cloth ;
one sells only furs and some carved woods,
another is noted for cutlery and deerhorn articles
in great variety. Pottery of many kinds is a
great favourite, or again, it may be merely walking-sticks. In all these villages are innumerable
eating or tea- houses, and always some shrines or
temples. But if temples appear as a subject,
one's recollections of J apan would stretch out
indefinitely - temples remain as vividly in one's
remembrance as the children, but have not the
same human interest. They are scarcely recalled to mind with the same deg ree of pleasure
as the little folk, watching whom one' spends
many a delightful hour in the Land of the Rising
Sun.
EucALYPTA.
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'PfT ITH the exception of a pilgrimage tour to
VV Lourdes with the English Cath ol ic

Association, I can think of nothing
more delightful to wish you in your travels than
a day at Arundel Castle, in beautiful Sussex, as
a guest of His Grace the Duke of Norfolk.
The Duke, as you know, is the represen tative
of a long honourable line; the premier Earl of
England: more English than the English King,
and head of a noble House that has always kept
the faith. So high in his country's honour that
the ordering of his King's Coronation was
completely in his hands, yet so simply kind that
the humbl est little visitor on the memorable day
that I write about was his especial charge. And
so little mindful was he of his exalted dignity
that he let me, Loreto's unworthy representative,
"snapshot" him, with the hi ~ torical old keep
for background. How out of place that modern
word snapshot sounds; and it doesn 't express
the Duke's amiability, for in reality he stood
patiently while I counted fifty, the dull afternoon light being so bad.
The Catholic Association, of quite recent
formation here, has the social union of Catholics
as its immediate object, and I wish all Australian
Catholics visiting London would join. For the
subscription of one shilling one is entitled to
join numerous delightful and inexpensive local
expeditions, while the pilgrimage tours to
Lourdes, Rome, and Ireland, etc., show such
perfection of management that there is little in
h
f
t e way o penance put in the pilgrim's way.
It was as members of the Association that the
180 of us, in response to the Duke's invitation,
tra veiled by special train through the delightfnl
scenery of Surrey and Sussex-picturesque farmhouses, invitingly green lanes, and acres of cornfields, crimson with poppies.
At last the Castle, towering from a hill-top
over the picturesque old village, came in sight.
Drags were waiting at the station, which in
no way disturbs the village peacefulness, being
quite outside its limits. Ten minutes' drive up
the quaint steep streets brought us up through
the great Park gates to the ancient Castle gate
with its drawbridge and portcullis, and into the
velvety green courtyard.
In the famous long
library, His Grace and Lady Mary Howard, his

sister, received us. On both sides were such
inviting little alcoves that it was difficult to pass
them by. In one of them was the only visible
touch of sadness-on a little table covered with
white flowers, the sad black-framed photos of
the late Duchess and her only son, the Earl of
Arundel, who died last year.
Everywhere were valuable paintings and
tapestries, rare old cabinets and quaint carYings.
Every door stood open to invite inspection, and
such wonderful great bedsteads with massive
carving and rich hangings you could not imagine.
Our wanderings were soon interrupted by
the Duke appearing on a stairway with the announcement that, "This is not the way to the
grub!" And the grub was of the most beautiful and generous description, artistically spread
on 21 round tables (seating nine or ten each) in
the great hall. The Duke was his own majordomo for the occasion, seeing that everyone was
seated before himself, taking whatever vacant
seat was left, and during lunch the laughter from
his table was the envy of all the others near.
Afterwards he took some of us round the ramparts recently restored on the model of the
completely crumbled walls, but I can't describe
in detail all we saw. There is a wonderful old
13th Century ~eep, one of the best examples
extant, from which one gets a glorious view of
the Arun winding its silvery way through grassy
!'lleadows ~o the glittering sea beyond. There
is a beautiful ne.w chapel, adjoining the great
h~ll; ~he old Fitz-Allen chapel with remains
ot ancient monuments; in the park and outside
the. ~astle ~rounds is the great Church of St.
Philip Nen, where the sacristan showed us
many re~ics and some of t~ e few existing Prereformat10n vestments, their gold as bright as
ever. The Castle is mentioned at as early a
date as the time of Alfred. It was held alternately by the parties of Charles I. and the Parliament, and reduced almost to ruins. But those
who wish may easily learn more of its history
without my going into details.
'
Tea, coffee and ices in the afternoon and
another regal feast at 5.30, were further evidence of the Duke's liberality. After that he
and Lady Mary good-naturedly autographed
our menu cards. A lovely ending to a glorious
day was Benediction at St . Philip's, where the
drags were waiting to take us back to the train.
And so good-bye to Arundel, or, as many of us
hope, " Au revoir."
7th August, 1903.
Ev A GILCHRIST.

m
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HESE notes on Egyptian Soudan have of granite. In shape they are just like our bluebeen collected from the letters .o~ a young stone quarries. The old chisel and wedge-holes
Ballarat mine manager, a pupil m youth- look as new and fresh as possible, and it is hard
ful days, of Loreto Convent, Dawson street, to believe that they are perhaps two or three
now a member of a company engaged in mining thousand years old, or even older. And the
immense blocks and columns they used to cut
in Egyptian Soudan.
20TH JANUARY, 1903.-Sighted Alexandria out ! Some of them are still there; one obelisk
at daybreak. Passed through long breakwater, we examined measured nearly 80 ft. long, 12 ft.
built by one of th e Pharoahs B.C., and into wide and 6ft. thick. It had been cut out and
harbor. A busy scene. Cairo is about I IO nearly finished, as square and smooth as the
miles from Alexandria; the country between, the best of modern stone work. Something hapNile delta, is absolutely flat, hig hly cultivated pened, I suppose, and the obelisk is still lying
(sugar, cotton, beans, etc.) and i.rrigated, canals at the quarry. On our way home found an old
everywhere ; no fences; lots of little villages shrapnel shell which had been fired but failed
that looked like mud ants' nests thatched with to explode. It was a relic of General Gordon's
straw, horribly dirty. H ere and there a ceme- time, 1882, and had probably been fired by the
t ery, little mud tombs, with small mosque in Mahdi or Khaleefa at some of the English troops
centre of cemetery. At Cairo (a wonderful city) when relieving Gordon.
A little black and tan dog joined us at camp
th e best hotels are simply palaces. Menzie's or
a
few
days ago, and has become a great pet.
Scott's in Melbourne would rank very secondAt
first
it was a nuisance and would not do as it
rate. Numbers of American and French ladies
was
told
but we were amused to find that it
appear dressed in the height of fashion. Some
understood
Arabic perfectly. If we say "Taal
pa rts of the city are beautiful and handsome,
hennee"
(come
here) or "Imshee" (go away) he
with first-class shops in the main streets, but
obeys
instantly.
not far away you will find some of the worst
slums in the world. The crowds of Egyptians
of all sorts, all wearing gay-coloured clothes and
red tarbooshes (Turkish caps), make the place
look very bright. Yesterday explored Pyramids,
old tombs, site of ancient Memphis, etc., all
being very wonderful. Passed through two
native villages-the strangest places and sights
imaginabl e.
27TH J ANUARY.-Arri ved at Assouan. Very
tedious journey from Cairo. The railway line
runs close by the Nile all the way, 600 miles;
the flats on each side are wonderfully fertile.
We passed through thousands of acres of sugarcane, tobacco, cotton, etc. The date palms have
a pretty effect. Bird life of all kinds plentiful,
IOTH FEBRUARY.-We leave here on Thurswild duck, plover, pigeons, snipe, cranes, etc.
day for Ceiga, a six day's camel journey from
We went over the big dam ; this is a marvelhere. We shall camp there for a fortnight and
lous piece of work, so immense that you require
explore some of the ancient mines. For the last
to see it several times before you can appreciate
few days we have been arranging with native
it. It cost £ 5,000,000, took four years to build,
chiefs about camels, etc., and at times our camp
and they had as many as 13,000 men at work at
has presented a very animated scene. We shall
one time. Most interesting places are the quarrequire about 80 camels for riding and transport.
ries, which exist wherever there is an outcrop
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20TH FEBRUARY.-Ceiga. The country we
are in is a howling, desolate waste of sand and
low, rocky hills, with not a blade of grass anywhere. The worst parts of Western Australia
are like Paradise compared to it.
23RD FEBRUARY.- Um Gat. There are wells
here and we watered the camels and filled the
water barrels. The water attracts some animal
life and there are gazelle and hyenas about, also
quail and pigeons. The natives here are rather
poor specimens and very wild looking. They
do their hair up in great mops of greasy curls,
and all carry swords and knives, but I don't
think they ever use them.
6th MARCH.-Derehib. A relief to reach our
destination after eighteen days' continuous camel
riding. Here are the ruins of an old city that
must have had several thousand inhabitants at
one time.

There are two large castles or fortifications ;
some expert says they were built B.C., but Mr.
B-- (Government inspector) thinks they were
convents built by Catholic Missionaries 600 or
700 years ago, and I think he is right. The
roof and part of the walls and plaster which
evidently covered them, have fallen in. There
are no signs of inscriptions about but we have
found fragments of glazed pottery and red, blue
and white glass. The two buildings contain a ·
great many small rooms, which certainly makes
B--'s theory seem probable. Close by are
some old mine workings, and we have had an
unpleasant time exploring them. The drives,
shafts, etc., are very complicated and tortuous
and are literally alive with bats, spiders and
lizards. In some places there are thousands of
bats and it is almost impossible to get along.

They fly in dozens against your face, knock
out the lights, cling to your clothes, etc., and
generally give you the creeps! On leaving the
mine this afternoon I was crawling out of an
old working and to pull myself to the surface,
had to put my hand on a small ledge of rock,
slightly above my head; felt something soft
move under my fingers and the next moment a
small snake about IO inches long wriggled over
and fell at my feet; I soon killed it with the pick
I was carrying and on examination it proved to
be an asp supposed to be pretty deadly. This
is the home of the dove, plenty of them flying
about amongst the trees, cooing like tame ones.
We have to send camels I2 miles for our supply
of water; quality, not very good.
?TH MAY.-Last week three of us and a
guide went to have a look at a place about forty
miles south-east of Dareheit, where there are
some old mines (a little south of El Hiss on the

and several wild asses. We have six gazelle
running about the camp now, they are very
tame. Wednesday was full of unique and
exciting events. A heavy thunderstorm came
over about two o'clock p.m., and before halfpast three the Wa<ly River was a raging torrent
100 feet wide and 5 feet deep. We got all the
miners up, and just managed to shift our te~ts,
etc., in time-ten minutes later and everythmg
would have been washed away. Heavy showers
of hailstones, some larger than pigeons' eggs,
didn't improve things. We all got soaked to the
skin, but as it only rains about twice a year here
we didn't mind much. We leave here about the
end of this month, getting too warm for tents,
and natives anxious to return to Assouan. Thermometer 104 in shade. More wind and rain
last week. Wady again flooded and our tent

blown down a second time. Killed a snake last
night-heard it crawling over some papers under
my bed. I'd rather have a snake than some of
the spiders we get here-great big things with
two rows of suckers in front that make one's
hair stand on end.
We left camp at Derehib on 1st June, and
reached Assouan 9th idem. We travelled fast
on account of scarcity of water. Weather
rather hot, I IO in the shade. We travelled at
night and camped during the day ; we were
heartily glad when, on crossing the last rocky
ridge, the date palms and blue stretch of Nile
at Assouan spread out before us. Our tired
camels seemed to freshen up and we raced into
the town.
J. V. LAKE.

OUR MAILMEN.
map). Some terribly desolate country down
there, but we came across some very large workings, from which thousands of tons of stone
must have been taken. Found a good many
remains of stone huts and a quantity of broken
pottery and glass; also a large cemetery, the
greater number ,.of the graves marked with a
piece of quartz at the head; there were also
several large tombs, evidently the graves of
sheikhs or chiefs, no signs of inscriptions about,
which seemed a pity. We were away three
days, and it was very hot, most of our trip was
done at night time. The place was called Oneit.
I believe the Red Sea is visible from one of
the mountains close to the mines, but we were
too tired to climb it. Saw numbers of gazelle

II
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CHARLES NEUFELDT AND SOME OF THE PARTY NEAR ASSOUAN.
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This year, as the Jubilee is the event, our articles are few, but the thoughts of many are
gathered into

"1

Brt 'lr~eals an~ flDustcal Jfanctes.
~~~~~~~~

F I were an artist," said Marguerite, "I
should paint the picture of an ideal
woman, noble in her womanliness, beautiful with the beauty of the soul shining through
her eyes; in an attitude of prayer, so reverent
that to look at her would lift the heart to that
Heaven whither she gazes, intent, as if she saw
the face of Christ Himself."
" And I," said Annie, "should love to picture
a spring sunset in the bush thus : Shadows of
the tall black woods and flowering gums lengthening on the grass. Still lagoons and swamp
waters all aglow from the western light, reflect. ing a growth of reeds and bulrushes ; a flight
of sun birds, darting to cover; and, climbing the
distant hills to fold, a flock of white sheep,
dimly visible."

from her proud heart. Is it a letter dating from
the yea rs of her simple childhood or innocent
girlhood ? A letter of tender reproach, or of
trustful affection? Who can say ?"
N ext Hilda spoke:-" '\iVhile the Billy Boils,'
would be a fitting name for my picture. A
swagman sitting by his camp fire-only a common sundowner, dust-begrimed, sun-tanned,
hagga rd of aspect, 'down on bis luck.' His
bleared eyes watch the smoke curling upwards
as he waits for the billy to boil. Has his head
grown light, are his senses wandering from the
long day's fast 'neath a blazing sun ? What is
that vision showing dim 'midst the bluish mist ?
A woman's face, tearful and tender, the lips
pressed passionately, as if in parting, against the
forehead of a boy- this man forty years ago!
Then Grace :-" I shall call my picture
A hopeful, healthful, happy-hearted lad. Who
" Respice Crelum ;" and it should show strong,
would recognise his features in the sunken face
crested waves bearing down on a venturesome
of this swagman in the firelight?"
yacht, helpless against the driving gale. A
"Well, little ones, have you thought out your
calm moon showing her face between the hurrypictures?" "Oh yes," pipes Doris, " I love
ing clouds and sending a stream of silver upon
flowers better than anything, so I should like to
the boat, making it visible amid the gloom. A
paint a picture of two big flower beds edged with
boyish figure clinging to the mainmast showing
Exhibition border, and a pathway between them.
an upturned face on which the ray of Heaven's
The one on the right filled with every kind of
hope shines down."
roses, pink, yellow, white and deep red; the
Said Ella:-" I should illustrate a scene from
others filled with high white lilies."
my favourite work, Coleridge's 'Ancient Mari" My picture," said Marjorie, "would show
ner,' choosing the opening picture of the poemone boy with golden hair and in ragged clothes,
a wedding party as it draws near the village
sitting on a rock looking out to sea, where a boat
church, the bride, radiant and blooming amid
is sailing with three men in it; dark clouds are
her maids and 'nodding minstrels;" the wedin the sky and a lighted lantern by the boy's side."
ding guests in holiday attire, laughing and talkMargot's was to be a scene on Lake Wening as they go, all but one, who stands ruefully
douree ; pale-green willows drooping into the
in the grasp of the weird old seaman, listening
perforce to his tale. Despite the glowing sur- water, water-fowl among the reeds, two black
roundings, all interest should centre on this swans swimming to the shore, and a rowing boat
seen between the willows.
weatherbeaten wild-eyed mariner."
Felice would paint a picture of what she once
"This is a synopsis of my picture, ' Old
saw
at a railway station, thus: A train steaming
Letters,' " said Madge;.,.-" A rich apartment
in
and
frightening away a flock of goats which
made beautiful by art furniture, and rare flowers
drooping from many a priceless bowl. A lonely had been sporting along the railway track. One
figure amid all this, a woman fair of face, small goat, dazed and stupid, still standing on
haughty of mien, bending over a packet of old the line, in absolute certainty of being run over,
letters, one of which has wrung remorseful tears but for the timely push being given it by the
foot of a rough porter.

NOW FOR SOME MUSICAL FANCIES.

"Do you know 'Sinding's Fru hi .mgsrauc h en·?"
asks Mollie. " In listening to this piece I ~an
imagine myself in a forest on a soft spnng
morning when the breeze is stirring th~ough t~e
trees, and the leaves are rustling a.s m_ a qu1~t
tune, now soft and indistinct, then npphng as if
in laughter, and swelling at times to sweet hymns
of praise."
"This Nocturne of Chopin's-'tis No. 15brings to my mind," says Fanny, '.'the i~ea of
a soul in danger of falling. The silver v01ce of
an angel seems pleading for the right, but the
evil one cruelly tempts and allures again and
again. Thus throughout the composition the
voices alternately plead and allure, till, after a
short stormy passage, the Nocturne ends with a
breathlessly soft phrase that tells o f peace. "
Then Dorothy spoke her opinion of Beethoven's grand 12th Sonata. " The second part
of the Funeral March reminds me of the separation of soul from body; such solemn tones
and awful majesty bring thoughts of the
grave and of eternity. Then follows a change
of time and a tremolo passage, swelling in
tone till a climax is reached, like the sound of
the last trumpet calling to judgment; sweet, low
notes succeed and murmur on till we are left
standing in silence beside the silent tomb."
" One of the pieces it delights me most to
think of"
said Elizabeth, " is a composition for
1
the violi n which I have heard played exquisitely
by some travelling artist. I do not n?w remember his name, or the name of the piece, but I
know that it transported me in fancy to a lonely
spot in the country where birds wer~ a.wake~1ing
to rejoice at the sunrise. First a timid tw1t~er
was answered as timidly, then a bolder v01ce
-joined in, and another and another, till the woods
were ringing with wild bird-music to the accompaniment of a soft wind through the branches.
The idea was so perfectly expressed that I have
never forgotten the impression it made."
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"Talking of violin music," said Felicia,
"there is one piece which when I play, or hear
it played, brings to mind the career of a ~a~o
leon ; it is a Romance by H.ubenstein, begmnmg
with a gentle movement and followe.d b~ a ~reat
increase of speed and tone, culmmatmg. m a
strong and high E flat, the triump~ant chn:ax.
A gradual diminuendo follows, which remmds
me of Napoleon's decline, just as the cr~scend.o
prt.ssages recalled his rise and the passmg triumph of his ambition."
. ,
.
"There is a Berceuse of Chopm s which I
love to hear," said Ethel. " It conjures up th.e
scene of an old-fashioned garden on a summers
day. Bees drone among the roses and hone_Ysuckle, church bells echo from far away, while
under a shady tree, a mother rocks he~ bab~,
humming as a lullaby, fragments from this dehcious Berceuse. \Vhat a dream o f peace.I"
" Close your eyes while our Orchestra plays
the 'Shepherd's Dance,' said Margaret, "and a
vision of peasant lads and lasses will rise. bef~re
you, they are keeping time to the merry hit with
light steps, blithe hearts, ha~py f~ces. Ho':"
prettily they pass and re-pass m their gay ~oh
day dresses, pirouette and turn, never flagg1~g,
never halting till the last reluctant chord bids
them wave hands and vanish as they came."
"Beethoven's 'Adieu' is most suggestive,"
Cissie remarks. " To me it seems figurative of
a soul's farewell to earth. The major movement
peaceful and sweet, is like a calm preceding the
final struggle, while in the minor passages that
follow the soul seems to be gazing on wellreme~bered scenes, tender memories, battlefields of passions past. There is a last look, a
breathless parting, the silver life-chord .severs,
and with the final progression to the maJor key
the soul seems returning to its Almighty Author,
there to rest."

lh.

...
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PART II.

"Bnnus .rotrabilis."

n

~~

VERITABLE year of JUBILEES has this
"Annus Mirabitis" of ours been.
When
we returned to school, a glad air of
expectancy pervaded the place, for, "Mother
General and S. M. Attracta are coming, and
oh! so much has to be done! " It was but
natural that we should wish the old Home and
ourselves to appear to advantage. We knew
that the nuns' hearts were just brimming over
with joy, which we shared in thorough sympathy,
and our hearts were glad likewise, for we valued
the honour of the visit; and we could not but feel
an affection for the Mother of whom we had
heard so much, and for S.M . Attracta, who was
hardly a stranger. It was when Paschal song
filled the air, and the sweet-breathed flowers
decorating the altars showed our exultation in
the great fact of our Salvation, that our Welcome
Visitors arrived.
Arches and gay bunting
decrirated the avenue and front of the house and
. all was bright in spite of clouds and occasional
showers (the late drought has taught us to look
upon rain as an accession to our joy on joyous
occasions).
Up the avenue that eventful April
morning swept the Bishop's carriage, pausing a
moment as it reached the spot where we stood
ma ssed in an eager body ; a grown girl and a
little one, the envied of a ll beholders, presented
bouquets, and then as the vehicle passed on, we
turned to the school, picturing to ourselves the
glad meeting of the nuns, and trying to extract
full, true, and voluminous details from the happy
heroines who had been privileged to represent
us and to see the visitors. That evening we
gave them an entertainment; the addresses were
spoken hy an Irish, Australian, French, and
American girl respectively.
We give the
principal address in full:-

]11.

DEAREST REVEREND MoTHER,-

From our hearts rise the words : Welcome! A
hundred thousand welcomes to our Australian Loreto
Abbey. Mother, you come from the mystic Continent,
that is" half of the northern sphere," the historic mother
of those nations whose records carry us back to centuries
lost in the mist of ages, the land whose · mighty peaks

are" august wi th Asian snow ." You have come too from
the fair Western Isle, whose plains and valleys are holy
ground, and whose air is fragrant with saintly memories
of the past. You come from the old-time continent and
from the ancient isle to the youthful island continent,
which as a nation has celebrated but one birthday.
O ur Australia: "framed and set in sea," must be to
you a land of contrast. April in the northern hemisphere
touches the land with "blossom-tramelled feet," "shed s
green glory on the wayside rill." Here April is "the
darling of Australia's autumn," and her golden-tongued
foliage whispers that winter is near. Spring's fair blossoms
deck home altars this glad Paschal time, while flowers
that "wear the blazon of the autumn" are our Easter
decoration.
Age, history, scenery, all is contrast, which
howe ve r throws into brighter relief two great points of
resemblance.
Here, as in India and in dear Ireland, the
triumphant Easter Alleluia makes glad music in our
hearts, and here, as in far-off lands, hearts glow with
affection, for, dear Heverend Mother, we greet you, not as
a stranger whose visit is a pleasure and an honor, no, we
welcome you as children welcome a mother. Your name
has been to us a household word and our hearts went out
to you long before we thought that it would be our privilege
to meet you.
The grand old Abbey in the land of our fathers is
to us a source of pride, we rejoice in its expansion and
glory in its triumphs, and some among us look forward
with joy to the day when we shall see that Abbey which
is to us as a stately ancestral home.
Dear H.everend Mother, while we welcome you as
children, we claim the indulgence which mothers ever
acco1d to the youngest - remember that Loreto in
Australia is but twenty-seven years old and that
consequently we cannot venture to compare with our
elder sisters, but perhaps our very youth may have its
charm and you may agree with the sentiments expressed
in a poem on St. Aloysius written long years ago by our
dear Mother Provincial :"The pure fresh buds of early spring
Oft give us more delight
Than summer's brilliant blossoms bring,
However fair and bright."
Accept again, dearest Reverend Mother, a welcome
from your youngest children, who with the welcome,
assure you that your presence at the celebration in honour
of the Golden Jubilee of our beloved Mother will be its
crown of joy .

WhP.n we had gone through the programme,
Mother General spoke to many of us separately,
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and among other things said, "That Loreto
girls seemed alike the world over," and we were
proud to think so. To all in general she
addressed a few impressive words, reminding
us of our obligation to make the most of our
advantages and to be a power for good. So it
was over-one great event.
No, not over, for
the real quiet pleasure began . Mother General
showed such a kindly interest in us and our
work, even giving us lessons in Irish; she went
about among us just as if she had known us
always; and, as the Jubilee time drew near,
manifested such interest and gave such practical
suggestions that we felt she really looked on us
as belonging to her. We saw how eager she
was to honour our Mother Provincial by having
everyt hing just as well as it could be.
As for
S. M. Attracta, she worked for us and with us
with a self-sacrificing devotedness which we
shall never, never forget; it was a joy to us to
feel we gave her pleasure, for, during her stay
in Sydney we (helped by our own dear nuns)
worked with a will, and had the triumph of
hearing Sister declare on her return, that we had
done two years' work in a few months!
And
the Jubilee drew nearer and nearer, fortunately
we had taken time by the forelock. "How?"
you ask. Well, we began the{1ecorations early;
each room was to have a special character, and
was to represent one of the Australian Houses,
and to carry out this idea involved any amount
of work. Our schoolroom was converted into a
veritable fairy bower as "Spring;" clematis,
purple and white, hung in graceful festoons from
arch and ceilin g ; daffodils peeped from unexpected corners, while a tender green hue
suggesti ve of the season prevailed everywhere.
The " First School" was truly typical in
colouring and decoration, for the dear rose
blossoms, pink and crimson, made the nook
beautiful; birds and butterflies fluttered (or
appeared to) among the flowers, and great hollyhocks proudly reared their heads to court the
admiring glances of all comers. Mary's Mount
took spring and summer; N. Sydney, autumn;
Portland, winter. The class-rooms showed
autumn in tints of yellow, russet and red; here
the chief adornments were chrysanthemums and
coloured leaves. The refectory landing represented winter, and one really felt cold shivers
while gazing on the snow-covered boughs and

long icicles. The corridor was decorated by the
Dawson Street nuns and children and Training
College girls ; dainty scrolls, bearing Scriptural
texts appropriate to each year of our dear
Mother's religious life, hung like little banners of
triumph the whole length of the passage, while
a large picture of the same loved Mother smiled
at us from above the door at the end. The
effect was very striking, and the decorations, so
appropriate, showed that no trouble had been
considered too great to prove the affection of
lovin g hearts.
Our already pretty refectory was made
more pretty with exqu isit e trails of wisteria and
little joy-bells everywhere, symbolic of the good
wishes of the Hornsby Loreto girls. W.A had
the Celtic Room, where presents were shown.
The nuns' refectory told the: greetings of
Melbourne. Thro' all the great house there
was a subdued stir as the eventful 30th drew
near-a kind of suppressed excitement which,
in itself, told of something coming quite beyond
ordinary school events. The hearts of all Loreto
girls-past and present, old and young, filled
with a great exultation, and from far and near,
all who were lucky enough to be able to call
themselves Children of Loreto, gathered within
the Abbey walls to greet their Mother on her
Jubilee Day. And most surely, those who were
not able to leave their work and travel with the
rest to Mary's Mount were with us in spirit.
Rooms had in several instances been engaged
weeks before in various hotels. Cabs and trams
benefited by the Jubilee in no small degree.
There were Orchestral practices-once a day at
first, then more frequently as the great event
drew near; singing too, at choruses and what
not, and not Mary's Mount alone, several of our
other houses were represented in choir and
orchestra. Groups of girls might be seen here
fashioning coloured paper into dainty flowers of
every kind, destined to decorate our walls;
there busy at a rehearsal of our drama-the
tragedy of the great Queen Esther, famed of old
Here "Jewish
for her womanly heroism.
maidens" (looking un-Jewish enough in their
blue uniforms) might be seen practising their
lowly salaam; there Aman and his wife discussed
the "irony of fate," while in yet another place,
Esther and Mardochai conversed of stormy
happenings, while Assuerus looked on with calm
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approval and prompted! And amidst it a ll,
hours untouched by Jubilee preparations, were
sacred to studies, for we were to have
examination s, and Mr. Sutherland's certificates
of this year would have their special value on
such an occasion. And so the weeks passed,
until at length the last touches were added to th e
decorations : Orchestra, Choruses, Drama, were
a ll in splendid" working order," and Loreto folk
were prepared for the great Jubilee Celebration.
The 30th September dawned at last, not quite so
bright as might be perhaps, but that made no
difference to our feelings. About eleven the
guests began to arrive, and presently everyone
repaired to our new hall, where we gave vent
to our pent-up feelings in our Jubilee song" Ring out ye Bells," with orchestral accompaniment. This song was written for a celebration
in the Irish Mother House. Then followed our
Debate, and after the report of the school work
(as written by the examiner, Mr. Sutherland,
M.A.) had been read, His Lordship, Dr. Moore,
distributed the prizes and certificates.
SCHOOL REPORT.
The Jubilee Celebrations, varied in character, give a
fair idea of the wide course covered by the educat ional
work of Mary's Mount. A present day writer treating of
the much discussed subject of education, says that it
sh ould include, not the three R's alone, but the three H'sthat is, the cultivation of the head, heart, and hand .
Such has been our aim. By moral training " to safeguard
the interests of God in the heart of the child; " by literary
c ulture to influence the mental powers-the head; and by
v;i.ried works, useful and ornamental, to develop the
powers of hand in each pupil.
Success in competitive exam ination$ is not the end
sought, but when parents desire it, or v,,hen the interests
of particular children demand it, pupils are prepared for
public examinations. Examination by a competent outsider has, h owever, been the invariable rule in the school
for the past 17 years,
The present examiner, J. Sutherland, Esq., M.A., has
expressed in no measured terms his approval both of the
programme drawn up, and the manner in which the pupils
have availed themseh·es of the generous scheme of study
presented.
Referring to our examinations, as contrasted with
those of a public and competitive character, he says:"The position you take of avoiding cram, and maintaining
your own programme, and yet being desirous of satisfying
the claims and demands of the public by the evidence of
an extern, is wise."
Again, on the same subject, he writes:-" I examine
your schools as schools ai ming a t a hig h ideal. In my

opinion, the ultimate good of Australia would require less
and not more of public examinations, which I cannot help
thinking, would to some extent interfere with what I have
found pleasantest in the examinations of your schoolsthe free blend of local with cosmopolitan literature and
history; this with other proprieties, which to my mind
make the quality and aroma of education. Your school
work tends toward the ideal in education."
The following is an extract from Mr. Sutherland's
report of this year's work :-" The work presented has
been on the whole eminently satisfactory. I must
especially notice the two extremes of the school-the
culture class and the juniors. The course of the culture
class has been of a specially generous character, and has
been generously appreciated, the answers giving indication
of minds capable of, and being fitted for, good work in the
fu tu re. Some of the papers <Lre in themselves complete
evidence of a liberal ed ucation and a disposition such as
are required in the direction of our true social and
charitable affairs. Some of these girls will, doubtless, in
fu ture years help to influence these. I do not h ope that
you will ever overtop the record you have previously made
in a combination of intellectual capacity and sensibility,
but the advantage which the young ladies have this year
taken of their literary studies is still deeply gratifying."
A scheme of work similar to that applied to Literary
studies is to be adopted in the departments of Music and
Domestic Economy, each of which will ha\'e its appropriate
programme and its competent examiner. The musical
performances during the next few days will afford ample
evidence of careful and intelligent training.
A Laboratory for Science Pupils is being fitted up under
capable direction, and a Kitchen, soon to be erected, will
be the scene of practical work for the members of the
Domestic Economy class.

The visitors were invited to inspect an
exhihitiou of the needle-work, painting and
drawing done by the children <luring the year,
and they were greatly interested in the beautiful
presents sent to Rev. Mother from far and near
for her Jubilee.
ln a large room the Jubilee presents were
laid out and they told their own tale, both of
affectionate remembrance of friends and of the
bond which unites the widely spread Houses of
the Institute of the B.V.M. From the Irish
Mother House came beautiful vestments worked
in Celtic design by the girls of the Art Work
School established at Loreto Abbey, Dalkey.
E xquisite lace and a handsome statue of Saint
Brigid also bore witness to the generosity of the
Mother-General. Richly embroidered vestments
represented Loreto Convent, Manchester.
From the old historic Convent, York, came
books, the works of a nun of that community,
whose name is now a household word, M.M.
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Loyola. A truly magnificent Benediction Cope
was sent from a Loreto Convent in Spain.
G orgeously embroidered table centres in silver
and gold spoke in true Eastern fashion the
wishes of Loreto Convent, Calcutta. While a
magnificent album gav€ a good idea of the
various Convents of the Institute in India.
Gifts from Canada and Pretoria, from Italy,
Germany, and Tasmania, attracted attention.
Australia held its own, as was proved by a set of
dalmaties given by the Training College, and
by the exquisite vestments from Loreto Convent, Dawson Street. Valuable gi fts came from
Convents in Ireland and elsewhere, as also from
many kind friends. Nuns of various · orders,
former pupils, Ladies of Charity, all were represented . Very noticeable was an artistically
illuminated address from Ursuline Nuns, Armida le. Mother Provincial was much touched by
the goodwill displayed and intends to thank for
each gift ; in this article we therefore merely
give a general glance.
After lunch the visitors left, to return at
7.30 p.m., when all gathered in St. Cecilia's
Hall to witness the first evening performance,
consisting of Tableaux and Music.
The opening Tableau was St. Catharine of
Alexandria-a noble figure in her gorgeous
robes, standing undaunted before the judge, not
pleading, but with fiery zeal defending the faith
which the sneers of the heathen philosophers
could not touch-a regal type of the majesty of
learning.
Next came St. Brigid, looking so
truly the " Mary of Ireland " that someone
whispered, " ls it Our Lady ? " But the
princesses of Erin grouped spell-bound about
her pointed her out to us as a type of cloistered
sanctity, as, kneeling at the feet of the King,
she asks for land on which to build her convent.
Next stepped forth St. Bega from that grand
procession that wound through all the long
ages in the history of the world, for" Down long vistas gray
Of centuries we fared, by endless ranks
Of sanctity, cloistered or secular,
But all of Heaven ."

A type of zeal and prudence was she. We were
told beforehand the story of her exile of love,
that we might look with new interest at
the glowing picture and gaze with those ardent
British maidens as she points upwards to the
Home where all tribes and nations unite. St.

Elizabeth of Hungary brought with her all the
poetry of the Middle Ages, and it was fitting that
her picture should be a scene of knightly
chivalry. The knight that mingled with the
beggars at her gate to receive a gift from her
hands, not only spread her fame thro' many
a land-he helped us to love her more.
Naturally, this tableau reminded us of our dear
Countess who, in the descriptive poetry spoken
before the curtain rose, was alluded to as a
descen dant of her "who now wears Heaven's
aureole." St. Frances of Rome, S\veet patroness
of home life, showed us the beauty of a Christian
family-a valiant woman teaching her children
the grace of homely duties and the love of God.
Joan of Arc, the type of patriotism, stood before
us, not the warrior maid, but more pathetic in
her girlish purity, suffering in her chainspleading before the tribunal which condemned
her. Isabella of Castille, a queenly queen, sent
Columbus across the seas to win souls in the
great unknown continent for Christ, and Mary
'Nard and Frances Ball, heroines so dear to us
because we count them our own, showed us the
glory of lives sacrificed for Christ's little ones.
It was fitting that the procession of noble
women should end with that Virgin Mother,
Our Lady-Our Queen-" our tainted nature's
solitary boast! " as with tears in our eyes, we
saw her kneel in prayer, while the Angel brought
that great message which shall ring thro' the
world for all time! In order to help the spectators to follow the tableaux with more interest
the ex planations were printed. We give three
as specimens : -
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SEVENTH CENTURY.
Now appears· a second representative of Ireland's
womanhood, St. Bega, a Princess who, at the call of God,
left borne and fatherland to spend her life for God on
English shores. St . Bee's Head in Cumberland is named
after her, for it was here she founded the first English
Convent- a home of learning and sanctity. Among the
spiritual daughters of Bega, was the great St. Hilda,
chosen to succeed as Abbess of the Monasteries of North
England. The tableau pictures two Saxon maids, Hilda
and her friend Carma, in the presence of St. Bega. To
Hilda is granted admission to the peaceful cloister, but
Carma is bidden to serve her Lord in the world as wife
and mother in a Christian home .
SIXTEENTH CENTURY.
A picture of deep interest to us, is that of Mary \\Tard,
a pioneer of the active orders of women. She left her

o:=====~
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TA'BLEAUX

Saint Bridget listening to a minstrel at the Irish Court, "whither she had gone
to ask a f a<vour.
11. Frances Ball and her eldest sister in the Con'bent garden, York.

B{o. I.

111. Joan of c:Arc.
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native land for Germany, there with a band 'of noble
women, to educate the daughters of Catholic families, who
were denied such an education in their own country by
the severity of the penal laws. Returning to England
und er the protection of the Catholic Queens, Henrietta
Maria and Mary Beatrice of Modena, Mary Ward's
spiritual daughters carried on the work of education at
York, where their lineal successors of the Institute of the
B.V. Mary still labour in the same cause. A series of
pictures called the Painted Life is preserved in the
Convent of the Institute at Augsburg. It represents
scenes in the life of our heroine, one of which is
pourtray ed in the tableau. Mary Ward and her young
cousin Barbara 8apthorpe listen to the stories of saints
and martyrs related by Margaret Garnet, a trusty
h ousekeepe r, who was wont thus to animate her young
mi st resses to piety. How well Mary profited by such
lessons, her after life can show.
NINETEENTH CENTURY.
From Mary Ward to Frances Ball the transition is
natural. Frances Ball though Irish, spent her early
girlhood and her novitiate at the old York Convent.
Thence she was brought back to Ireland by the venerable
Archbishop of Dublin as foundress of the Institute in
Ireland, 1822. In h onour of the holy House of Nazareth
(now in L oreto, Italy) she na med her first foundation at
Rathfarnham, Loreto House. The filiations from
Rathfarnha m successively claimed the title of Loreto
Convents , hence the most familiar name given to the
Sisters of the Irish Branch of the Institute of the B.V.M.
is Loreto Nuns.
CLOSING TABLEAUTHE

v ALI ANT

WOMAN'

par excellmce.

"Our tainted natures solitary boast " - the Virgin
of the Magnificat.

After the closing Tableau came the musical
part of the programme. The Vocal Class gave
a good rendering of Dr. Vincent's "Ave
Maria," ·for rst and 2nd sopranos. The
orchestral items were:-" War March of the
Priests" (Mendelssohn); "Andante and Scherzo"
(Timothy); and " Shepherds' Dance" (German).
The playing was characterised by careful
phrasing, attack, and bowing, and the audience
greatly appreciated the efforts of the young
instrumentalists. Two youthful vocalists sang
very nicely the duet, "I Would that the Love"
(Mendelssohn), and two other students gave an
excellent rendering of Chaminade's piano duet,
"Sevillana." A prominent feature of the concert was Miss Coffey's playing of De Beriot's
" Fantasie," with orchestral accompaniment.
It was a fine performance. The interesting
programme finished with the " Hymn to St.

Cecilia," by Mr. Myerscough, Mus. Bae. The
chorus was accompanied by the full band
and a glorious finale it was to the first day's
celebration.
The second day- the real Jubilee Day
arrived. At eleven o'clock the new church was
full of visitors, while in the organ-loft, tier upon
tier of white-robed children waited with the
nuns to sing during the coming ceremony.
Presently His Lordship the Bishop, the Priests
and acolytes, entered in solemn procession and
High Mass began. The Convent Choir (conducted by S.M. Attracta) rendered effectively
Aiblinger's "Missa Santa Clara," which is
reckoned as a chef d'oeure among the works of
this composer. From beginning to end the
Mass was a vivid illustration of the marvellous
power of appropriate tonal effects. The piteous
cry for mercy in the Kyrie seemed to be answered
hy the Angels' message in the Gloria "Et in term
pax ." The" Et incarnatus est" was most soul
touching. The "Sanctus," a magnificent piece
of fugal form lost nothing in its treatment, each
point being accurately attacked and brought out
by the voices in each respective part. In the
''Agnus Dei" the composer has probably reached
the climax of his talent in contrapuntal writing.
At the offertory Janotha's "Ave Maria" was
most devotionally sung, accompanied by organ
harp and violin; in truth it sounded like an echo
ot the first Ave. The Very Rev. Dean Hegarty,
of Kyneton, who, twenty-five years ago preached
at the Silver Jubilee of Mother Provincial,
delivered the occasional sermon, basing an
eloquent discourse on these words of Scripture,
"All power is given to me in heaven and in
earth, going therefore teach ye all nations." He
said, "The event they were celebra ting that
day was a proof of the wondrous power of those
words. Human authority disputed the claim of
the Church to direct the education of the rising
generation, saying they were citizens of this
world. The Church, however, replied that they
were also destined to be citizens of Heaven,
hence it was that the Church in every age took
a share in the direction of youth and trained up
children in Christian knowledge and piety. The
ideal was well understood by St. Ignatius, by
Mary Ward and Frances Ball. We sometimes
heard it said that the Church was afraid of
science, but it was impossible for the God of
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Infinite Truth to say one thing in Nature and southern hemisphere.
Mr. Haydn West presided at the organ, and
another in Revelation.
The Church in every
age showed herself as the patron of science and showed to great advantage the perfections of
art. The Institute in which they were assembled that magnificent three manual instrument.
The visitors were then invited to luncheon.
was a centre of science and of true knowledge.
Of
course
we school girls were not present at
That day, all present had reason to rejoice with
the Rev. Mother and her Community and to the grand function in our refectory. By way of
sing the Magnificat.
The event they were parenthesis be it remarked we manaaed to do
celebrating was a fr esh proof of the fidelity of ample justice to the good things provided for us
the Church to the commission of our Lord, in our class-rooms, and we heard from various
'Going therefore teach ye all nations.' Look sources that the luncheon tim e passed very
back 28 years and mark the progress made by the brightly. His Lordship, the Right Reverend
Institute throughout Australia. The finger of Doctor Moore presided, and proposed the toast
God could be seen in this Institute which was of "His Holiness The Pope and His Majesty
suffused by the perfume of His presence and King Edward VII.'' The Very Rev. Father
filled with this 'peace which surpasseth all under- Ryan, S. J., proposed the toast of the " Reverend
standing.' The results of the teaching of the Mother General.'' The Very Reverend Father
nuns were to be seen in the Christian lives of Guilfoyle responded.
The Very Reverend
the hundreds of girls who had passed through Dean Hegarty, in eulogistic terms, proposed
their convents. And side by side with their the toast of " Mother Provincial.'' R everend
secondary schools were always to be found Father O'Donohue also apoke in hig h terms of
primary schools for the children of the poor. the great work and noble character of our little
The venerable Rev. Mother had asked him to Mother. Mr. John Lynch (Colonel Lynch's
say nothing of her share in the work. So brother) proposed "The Visitors." The kindconspicuous were her humility and gentleness, hearted Mayor and Mr. Hogan answered on
she could well exclaim with Mary: ' My soul behalf of the visitors. The Hon. T. Meagher,
doth magnify the Lord and my spirit bath M.L.C., proposed" The Bishop.''
His Lordrejoiced in God my Saviour, for He that is ship, in his reply, spoke of the compliment Mr.
mighty hath done great things to me, and Meagher had paid the Community by coming
holy is His name.' "
The preacher concluded 700 or 800 miles to be present at the Jubilee
by praying God to bless the Institute, that the Celebrations. The visitors then adjourned to
Rev. Mother and her Community might be the Hall for the Jubilee Concert.
enabled to continue the great work of Christian
On the arrival of His Lordship the Bishop
education in which they were engaged.
and several priests the conductor, Hautrie \Vest,
These extracts give but a faint idea of the Esq., commenced the concert with Dr. Vincent's
able, touching, and happily-worded discourse of fine composition, the" Jubilee F estal Song," for
the Very Rev. Dean Hegarty.
four voices and string orchestra. It was capably
Then followed the Jubilee Ceremony, and rendered, and a prominent feature was the
what wonder that tears of joy came to our eyes, splendidly-played harp obligato, This was
that our voices were tremulous with emotion as followed by an ADDRESS from the Irish Alma
we sang, when our "dear little Mother" went Mater. It was a beautiful specimen of artistic
humbly to the altar to receive her crown and illumination, the closing lines embodied the
staff and as humbly bore them away. May she loving sisterly feeling which marked the whole:be with us for many years to come, we pray.
"Far off, thy sisters, in the old dear land,
After the Crowning of J ubilarian, De Witt's
With prayer and praise, with thankful hearts and glad
"Te Deum" (plain chant) was sung by the
Follow thy every step and count each joy,
choir. As the alternate verses (unaccompanied)
Each blessing that God sends thee, as their own
And so, this Heaven-blessed Golden Jubilee
were harmonized, the effect was magnificent,
Knits with still closer bond our sisterhood,
soul-elevating, and likewise novel, as it is
And of its many hearts maketh but one."
probably the first time that plain chant
alternating with harmony has been heard in the

unfalteringly to that death-through love.
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Even when

The orchestral numbers were Suppe's the curtain hid from us the rich Persian scenes and. the
"Ein Morgen," Overture, and Haydn's 2nd garish li ght brou ght us back for a time to the plain 20th
Symphony, the rendering of which by youthful century life, the scenes only sank deeper into our
performers was truly creditable. Miss McMen- imagination, to rise again at will, and "flash upon that
amin gave a brilliant rendering of Mendelssohn's inward eye" whenever we would rouse our sluggish
spirits by the glorious deeds of the past."
Concerto op. 25, and the orchestral accompaniments were admirably played. The fact of
When His Lordship and our Mothers were
being able to ~ndertake a concerto speaks seated, Queen Esther stepped in front of the
volumes for the capability of the orchestra, curtain and read the following Address : which numbered thirty-three performers. The
"Fantasie" played by Miss Coffey on the preTO REV. MOTHER PROVINCIAL.
vious day was repeated with striking success,
Loreto Abbey,
an d she also gave an expressive rendering of the
Mary's Mount, Ballarat,
"Last Rose of Summer," with a fine harp
ISt October, I90J·
accompaniment. A vocal duet, "The Angel"
(Mendelssohn), was well rendered by two of the On the occasion of the Celebration of her Golden Jubilee,
students, and three others showed careful
postponed from 24th August.
preparation in the instrumental trio, " MediDEAREST MOTHER,
tation.'' The chorus were again very successful
When the heart is very full, words seem weak indeed.
in "You Stole my Love" (Macfarren) and We have looked forward, long and oh! so eagerly to this
" Farewell but Whenever." A highly novel but evening; now it bas come, and we repeat over and over
extremely successful effect was produced in the again, "A happy feast." We wish you all the desires of
latter chorus by the playing of six young ladies your heart; and yet we are not satisfied. We place our
on Irish harps. Mr. Myerscough's "Hymn to hopes, our desires in the hands of our Immaculate Mother,
then and then only are we content. 0 Mother! you know
St. Cecilia" was again thoroughly enjoyed, and
how lovingly we greet you; in every chord of our music,
the concert, which was a highly artistic success, in every note of our song, hear the voice of our affection;
concluded with a selection of " Irish Airs," and in the perfume of the flowers fe ~l it, in our radiant smiles
the beautiful melodies evidenrly went to the read , Dearest Mother, our love.
What a flood of happy memories must surge in your
hearts of a decidedly delighted audience.
mind to-day-the bright days of childhood, the girlhood,
Evening came and people thronged the
sheltered within cloister walls; the call, soft and sweet,
brightly lighted hall. Many indeed could not yet divinely strong, the" Follow Me," inviting to a life of
find room even to stand and so were disappointed. self-sacrifice; the years of earnest labour; then the second
It was for their sakes that "Esther" was summons, the "Follow Me," bidding you now, say farewell
repeated on the following Monday; for "Esther" to your loved country, the Isle of Saints, to seek on a
it was that we were to play on that memorable foreign shore new work for God.

That foreign land , Mother, has become dear to you
as another Erin, and round it gather memories as bright
as those of early years. Abundant blessings have crowned
An old girl says :your work ; and glad gratitude " Lights up like a sunset
"Racine's Esther! Surely it is d eserving of more
the grace-fruited past." We note with pride that Twentythan a passing thou ght! Translated into English for us
seven of the Fifty Years of your religious life have been
by a kind friend, two years ago we played some of the
spent in Australia; and we know that in the chorus of
scenes on an improvised stage in our own dear schoolroom.
con gratulations, rising in very truth from every continent,
But the wonderful lesson of the sweet Bible story sank
you will distinguish the voices of your Australian children.
deeply into our hearts ; and when ou r new hall was
How many friends rejoice with us to-day! As we
erected we begged to live that noble life over again ; and
speak of friends, our thoughts turn first to quiet graves,
so "Esther" was chosen as the tribute which drama was
graves 'neath the Irish sod, or lying in the shade of
to lay at our Mother's feet.
What sympathy filled our
guardian gum trees-within convent grounds, or on green
souls as we listened with Elise to the bitter-sweet tale of
hillsides. No touch of sadness is in the thought, for those
Esther's triumph; we felt with her the emptiness of the
who have passed away are, we trust, enjoying the Jubilee
grandeur and the luxury which fell so coldly on her
of Heaven; and rejoice with us to-day. Foremost among
Jewish heart. We lived with Esther, spoke with herthem are the Parents who so generously gave their child
wept with her-shrank with a woman's fear from the
to God and who can see, in the light of eternity, the
death she must brave to save her people. Do not blame
us if the tears came when ber woman's soul turned result of that sacrifice.

night.
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The hearts of those bound to you by ties of blood are
jubilant to-day, and jubilant, too, are those bound by the
ties, so strong, so enduring, of religious affection.
Then gathered here are friends, new and old, each
heart filled with kindly thoughts; here too are your
children of bygone days, the old love fresh in their hearts;
and here are representatives of your Convents from
various States of our Island Continent ; and
" Who shall say the ocea11 is wide? "

when to crown our joy we see visitors from our beloved
Alma Mater in the Green Isle, our "Mother's Mother"
come thousands of miles to honour the Celebrations, and
wi th her, the kind, true Friend, whom God has so richly
dowered with His gift of music.
0 Mother, is not the joy of this day, the affection that
greets you, the respect that is so loyally shown a foretaste
of the great Jubilee; for truly ,
"The best is yet to come" -

the grand , eternal Jubilee, when the labour of a faithful
life will receive the royal reward promised by Him, for
Whom you labour, by Him, the Faithful Witness, the
God whose reward of faithful service is the endless
Jubilee of Heaven.

The Address was read-our feast-day wishes
having been offered, the curtain rose slowly,
disclosing Esther in her own apartments.
Every "old girl" will remember "that
sinking feeling" which almost overpowers the
aspiring young actress as she tries to render
herself oblivious of all spectators, and to go
creditably through her part! So we may hope
for a feeling of sympathy as they realize the sea
of faces upturned to watch our drama. But our
audience was a kind and appreciative one, and
our gratitude was deep when, with the applause
after each scene, we felt our wishes for success
were more than gratified. This evening's
entertainment too, ended with a selection of
music; but before " the proceedings closed" our
dear Rev. Mother was presented with a casket,
containing 300 golden sovereigns, from old Loreto
girls and friends of the Institute. His Lordship
spoke a few appropriate words as he presented
t_he offering and the Very Reverend Dean
Hegarty replied for the Mother Provincial. The
concert was opened with Handel's celebrated
" Largo," for violin solo and orchestra. The
vocalists contributed three excellent part-songs,
viz. :-" Voice of the Western Wind;" "No,
not more welcome ; " and " Ring out joy Bells,"
and they were very pleasing. Rubenstein's
" Romance," for violin, with orchestral accompaniment, was well played. A duet for two

pianos (" Marche Heroique ") and an instrumental trio, " Spring Song," were also greatly
appreciated.
Miss Coffey's violin solo, " Madrigal,'' was an excellent number, and the
interesting programme concluded with a spirited
rendering by chorus and band of Vincent's
"Ring out joy Bells."
The third day was sunny and bright, and a
beautiful picture was seen as the children of the
different schools joined in a procession round
the ground, each school with its own banner.
Dressed and veiled in white and wearing wreaths
of flowers, they wended their songful way along
the curving walks, beneath newly budding trees,
past flower-sprinkled gardens, and so into the
church to Benediction. At lunch time, the
little ones from Nazareth House and St. Joseph's
school gathered in the refectory, to be regaled
upon "sugar and spice and all that's nice," and
they soon lost all shyness under the soothing
influence of the goodies. Then followed an
afternoon's enjoyable entertainment by the
children of St. Joseph's primary school, and in
the evening the children from Dawson Street
gave a pretty little cantata and exhibitions of
several kinds of drill. The cantata was exceedingly pretty, and the little ones entered into the
spirit most earnestly. As to the Chinese dance,
the wee mortals in loose robes and pigtails did
their parts splendidly.
An Irish song, which
S .M. Attracta accompanied on the harp, won
great applause ; the grand Celtic tongue lends
itself readily to music.
On the fourth and last dc1y of the festivities
all the "old girls" met in happy re-union, and
what a babel of tongues arose as confidences
were exchanged and events of school days were
brought to memory.
A photograph was taken
of these children of former days, grouped round
Rev. Mother-General and their "little Mother,"
and the picture will be valued by all as a
memento of the joyous occasion.
Truly joyous indeed as so many proofs of
loyal devotion and friendship marked the
celebrations. Our friends in Europe can hardly
realize the distance which lies here between
city and city. The Hon T. Meagher, as His
Lordship remarked, had come over 700 miles to
honour the occasion. To the former pupils from
W.A., accepting the invitation meant six days
on sea, with a train journey at the end, while the
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Queensland representative spent nearly an
equal number of days in a railway carriage. If
all the visitors had not so high a record many
must have put themselves to considerable
inconvenience and expense, the priests especially
must have found it hard to get away at this
time of the year. The people of Ballarat, of all
denominations, distinguished themselves by
practical proofs of kindly interest.
The local
papers showed a courteous desire to give
satisfactory reports. And here we may mention
the pleasure with which the Catholic body in
general read the lengthy and sympathetic
accounts which appeared in the Austral Light,
Advocate, Tribune, Sydney Freeman; these came
under our special notice. The Railway Department allowed a slight reduction on the fares in
favor of Jubilee visitors. Gentlemen kindly saw
to the decoration of the hall, to the lighting of
the stage, and several gave their valuable
services throughout the three days, acting so
efficiently as stewards that no hitch occurred.
We all recognised and valued the practical
interest shown in our preparations by the
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efficient and painstaking conductor of our
orchestra, Mr. Hautrie West. How we gloried
in each proof of respect and esteem for our
Mother! A joy of a personal and intimate
nature was the presence of our dear MotherGeneral and dear S.M. Attracta; while the
crowning triumph was the blessing cabled by
the Holy Father to the Jubilarian. We, her
children, feel that she deserves all the honour
paid to her and all the aftection which, like a
tidal wave, swept into the old Home these
Jubilee days. It was a part of Christ's hundredfold reward given to her whom the Address
from the Irish Alma Mater touchingly apostrophises thus:"True heart! from youth to age on one thought bent
To spread the reign of Him, thy King, thy Love.''

When the Diamond Jubilee comes may it
find our Mother still working in our midst.
This is the wish which rises from many a grateful
heart.
MARJORIE.

~~~~~~~~

:Jubilee ©tle.
(Written by a Former Pupil.)

'Twas eighty years ago. Australia wept,
Though all around was sunshine. Round her slept
In quiet beauty hills and valleys green,
Whereon her flocks were feeding O'er her swept
The snowy wing of Peace, whose silver sheen
Shone o'er the quiet land with ray serene.
And yet she wept . For round her clustering
Her bright-eyed children throng ;
Her gifts untasted in their outstretched hands;
Crying : " \Ve hear a song,
Which the wind whispers 'mid the budlier leaves,
Which finds an echa in the curlew's wail.
Mother! what is it speaks through all things thus?
Is it a sorrow past? ls it a tale
Of sorrow yet to come? An anthem grand ?
We fain would sing but cannot understand."
And so she, weeping, called upon the sea,
Which leapt and sparkled round her merrily :
"Oh hasten! Bring from some more favoured shore,
Whose sages gather up all Wisdom's store,
Someone who will explain Life's mystery;
Lest haply, e'en the children that I bore
Turn from my shrouded face and love no more."
The sea has answered . For a little space
Look on this picture. On Australia's face
A smile of rapture and a look benign :
For they have come, guided by light divine,
Devoted sons of Erin's sainted sod.
And as around a people praising kneels,
O'er all her wildest bush contentment steals;
As to all doubts they give the answer-God .

The years passed on : and then the infant Church
Arose with one acclaim.
Once more 'twas for the little ones of Christ,
And in Australia's name:
Again 'tis to the home land Erin's sons
Send for a Mother for her little ones.
To the home country, where a waiting band,
Daughters of those who left their native land,*
Dared persecution's sword, that they might save
Christ's little ones- -so now across the wave
Wait they whose hearts burn with the same desire,
To light in children's hearts that heavenly fire.
1878.

Mother Provincial's Silver Jubilee.

A country house set in a garden fair,
Rambling and homely. Ah, if e'en a tear
Make dim the picture, 'tis a mist of love,
Making that long past feast-day doubly dear;
That Silver Jubilee, when high above
Our dear old Mother house the echoes move.

1903. Golden Jubilee.
This is the last scene. In the dear old home
We gather from all States-across the foam
Has come one to thrice gladden all our glee,
Our Mother's Mother. Now to Heaven's dome
Ring our Hosannas. May our JUBILEE
Echo in Heaven's courts resoundingly.
*The Institute of the B.V.M. was founded in penal days,
by ladies who opened schools in Bavaria, when Catholic schools
were banned in England.
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R Se"en::::folt'l 'Wlelcome to '.Sustralta.

ffi HE coming of the Rev. Mother-General
l called forth a seven-fold welcome: for in

,J

1.,

every house of the Institute in Australia
she was greeted with the greatest enthusiasm.
We have recorded elsewhere something of our
doings here in Mary's Mount, so we shall now
touch on the welcomes given by the other convents to our distinguished visitors, Reverend
Mother-General and Sister M. Attracta. Loreto
Convent, Dawson Street, was the first to be
honoured, and even the smallest children there
seemed fully imbued with a sense of the importance of the occasion.
They rendered very charmingly the programme prepared, the foremost item of which
was a bright cantata.
The Convent of the Metropolis was the next
to be formally visited by dear Rev. Mother
and Sister M. Attracta.
Melbourne being the
home of so many ex-pupils of Loreto, many
availed themselves of Rev. Mother's visit to
make her acquaintance, and to them as to the
present scholars at the convent she was equally
gracious and kind.
The Sydney Convent by the harbour, and
that of Hornsby, with their exceptionally
beautiful surroundings, certainly charmed both
our distinguished Irish visitors, who considered
that the situation of the Hornsby Convent in
particular was quite ideal. Many a picturesque
view did l.fov. Mother perpetuate by means of

her camera, some of the pictures including groups
of happy children resting in the ferny bush.
The Hornsby orchestra also won praise from
S.M. Attracta.
Portland Convent by the great Southern
Ocean was next honoured in having Reverend
Mother-General as a guest. Nothing could
exceed the warmth of the welcome accorded
her there.
The good folk of this sea-side town entered
into the enthusiasm of the nuns and did their
utmost to honour the arrival. Little children
with shower bouquets were in waiting on the
platform, and even the vehicle for Rev. Mother's
use was profusely bedecked with flowers. The
town band was in attendance and illuminations
were not wanting.
Of the reception at the Convent, Osborne,
we have, as yet, few details beyond that the
Mayor of Claremont kindly placed his carriage
at the disposal of Reverend Mother, and that
the scene at Osborne was almost like fairyland
with illuminations in electric light and fountains playing amid the fair grounds which surround this gem of the West.
Adelaide Terrace was not outrivalled by her
sister convents in the charming welcome entertainment given. So our distinguished Irish
v1s1tors have carried away many pleasant
memories to cheer them on their long, long
voyage across the sea.

Harmony Class, Loreto Abbey, Rathfarnham.

Scbool 1Recort'l.
::: : :::

February.-All returned imbued with a
feeling that this would be the most important
year ever passed in Mary's Mount. We missed
several familiar faces, and above all we missed
our councillors wise and true, B. Thyn'n e and M.
Fraser ; we grieved that they were not here to
help in the preparations and share in the joy.
This year was to witness the first arrival of
the Reverend Mother-General in Australia and
then the Jubilee Celebrations in honour of our
dear Mother- Provincial and the festivities o( the
postponed Silver Jubilee of the Convent.

At first no difference was noticeable in the
steady school routine. Art studies attracted a
large share of attention and out-of-door sketching
was much in vogue.
March.-With loyal devotion we celebrated
the Jubilee ofour Holy Father. We wore favours
of the Papal colours, rejoiced in a holiday and
sang with enthusiasm our Te Deum. A gracious
answer came to our cablegram bearing congratulations. How eagerly we listened as the
message was read from the mystic pink
paper :-"Accepting congratulations of the nuns

Irish Harp and Irish Harpist.
Prize /("inn er at the ' ·Fei s Cr off. "
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of the Institute of the Blessed Virgin Mary and hour's entertainment by performing on one of
pupils. His Holiness sends to all the Apostolic our school instruments. He had travelled from
Colombo with Reverend Mother-General and
blessing." -Cardinal Rampolla.
A kind friend of former years, Dr. Guthiel, of . Sister Mary Attracta, the latter often rendering
Ballarat, afforded us a treat one afternoon by him valuable services as accompaniste during the
bringing his gramaphone-the largest in Aus- voyage. To show our appreciation of his
tralia. He entertained us most kindly for about courtesy we sent the young musician mementoes
an hour with all manner of fine music.
of his visit in the shape of a gold pencil case and
April.-The Holy '.Veek and Easter cere- a Russian leather pocket book.
Shortly after this we had another musical
monies performed for the first time in our new
Church were more than ever impressive. And treat on the occasion of a visit from Professor
Easter rejoicings had not ceased before the long Petersen (who holds the chair of music in the
expected arrival of Reverend Mother-General Melbourne University) and his wife, a talented
took place. A full account of this glad event is Hungarian lady. She sang for us some English
to be found in another portion of this journal. and Hungarian songs, accompanied by the
Her coming and the breaking of the direful Professor, and then Master Frank and little Miss
drought were simultaneous, so we delighted to Leonie Petersen contributed their share to the
think that she had come to Australia as a entertainment by reciting and singing very
harbinger of prosperity and peace.
prettily indeed.
Some Ballarat musicians under the direction
21st June.-St. Aloysius Day passed quietly
of Mr. West, our violin and singing master, this year because we were reserving forces for
kindly gave a concert in compliment to our dis- the great Jubilee Celebrations in honour of dear
tinguished visitors.
Mother Provincial. On the eve an interesting
May .-We had to say farewell to our dear display of limelight views illustrating the beauties
Americans, Marion, Eileen, and Edith Peacock. of Australia was given by Mr. Adams and kindly
There were many tears shed on both sides, and explained by Mr. Coxon. The object in selecting
our affectionate wishes follow our dear com- Australian pictures was of course to interest the
distinguished visitors from Ireland in this landpanions to their distant home.
This month brought good tidings from the " terra incognita "-to them as yet.
22nd June.-The day following St. Aloysius
Mother House in Ireland; of successes in music
at the Feis Ceoil competitions and at the feast our mid-winter holidays began and then
Oireachtas, also of scholastic distinctions gained Reverend Mother - General and Sister Mary
by graduates from the Loreto College, Stephen's Att:racta set out for Sydney, where they were
soon delighted by the scenery and the ideal ·
Green.
At the Feis Ceoil competitions the famous situation of the Hornsby Loreto.
July.-Our Holy Father's death shadowed
Rathfarnham Orchestra again won the high
honour of first place, while a band of young this month, but through the shadows of sorrow
Irish harpists from the Abbey formed a most shone a brightness, for well might we, his
children, rejoice in the beauty and greatness of
interesting feature at the Oireachtas.
In this number we publish a nice letter from the long life given to God's service.
July.-We were honoured by a visit from
one of the Abbey students, which gives an
account of their doings.
Monsignor the Count Vay de Vaya, a noble of
The 8th May, feast of the Apparition of St. Hungary, a zealous missioner, who was also
Michael, Reverend Mother-General honoured us notary in the court of the late Pope Leo XIII.
by being present at a Basket Ball contest got up Monsignor's interest in the Institute of the
for the occasio:i. This encounter was watched B.V.M. is great, because our Convent in his
with interest by all the nuns as well as by the native city of Buda-Pest is under the guidance
students from the Loreto Training College.
of a dear relative of his.
June.-At the invitation of Reverend Mother.
After celebrating Mass the Count spoke to us
General the celebrated 'cellist, Boris Hambourg, at some length of his journeying in the East,
paid a friendly visit and gave us a delightful and chiefly of Corea and its missions. He then
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referred in terms of great praise to the work of ment requiring considerable intellectual ability.
the I.B.V.M. in many lands. The next day, in M. Fraser in 1902, M. Breen in i903, were succompany with His Lordship Dr. Moore, he cessful. On the opening Jubilee Day received
visited our school, :md we entertained them with their award.
a short musical programme. As our addresses
October.-When the days of ceremony and
to the Count had been given in French, German,
merriment were over our guests gradually
Celtic and English, he replied to each most
dispersed and we returned to work. But a
happily in these several languages, Irish expleasing variety came in the shape of courses of
cepted.
lessons in practical science held in the new hall,
August.-Sister Mary Attracta returned in
where a laboratory has been fitted up. Classes
time to spend her feast day with us on the l 1th
for dressmaking and cookery on alternate days
of August, so we had the satisfaction of presenting
excited general interest, while Blossom gathering
our wishes to her in person. At the urgent
pleasantly occupied the literary in the leisure
solicitations of all in Mary's Mount dear Reverend
which they could steal from machines, pots,
Mother Provincial also came back to spend with
pans and dishes.
us her entrance feast, the 24th August, in reality
One glorious spring day we were allowed
the Jubilee Day, being the 5oth anniversary of
her entrance day. We entertained her with a a jaunt to the Botanical Gardens, which are
simple concert during which an Ode composed in particularly charming at this time of the year.
honour of the day was read and a little French We wandered through the maze, admired the
cantata was rendered. Sister Mary Attracta lovely blooming plants and shrubs, and most
added much to the success of the evening by of all enjoyed a sail across the lake, past pale
performing beautifully on the harp when our green tasseled willows and over clear, sunlit
waters.
part of the programme was finished.
In honour of the day we were each given a
Thanks to the kindness of Mr. West, we had
medal, struck for the occasion, and bearing the the pleasure of hearing some Bendigonian
impress of the Church, with the inscription : singers, prize winners this year at the musical
"In His Holy Name we ha.ve trusted."
competitions of South Street. They were good
September.- The yearly Exams. were of enough to give us a little concert in the school,
more than usual importance this year because of which we thoroughly appreciated.
the honour of receiving prizes, medals, and
certificates at the auspicious Jubilee time. Our
papers were sent as usual to Mr. Sutherland,
M.A., and we awaited the results with much
anxiety.
The new hall-St. Cecilia's-being completed
we continued rehearsing there till the eventful
30th arrived.By this time numbers of visitors had gathered
in, several nuns from our Loretos in W.
Australia, N.S. Wales, Melbourne, and Portland,
besides ex-pupils and representatives from each
of the branch Houses.
The Jubilee Celebrations having been discussed elsewhere we need not here repeat the
account.
We must not, however, omit offering congratulations to two, who gained honour for the
school and for themselves, by winning the highest
distinction in the Culture Class, an achieve-
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October 25th.-The feast day of our dear
Mistress of Schools, on whose behalf we were
given a happy holiday. Our efforts to give her
pleasure were quite crowned with success, and
we passed a merry time preparing for a fancy
dress ball in the evening. Marguerites were
freely used to bedeck the room-and ourselves,
because of the appropriateness of these flowers
on the feast of our dear S.M. Margaret Mary.
October.-We offer sincere congratulations
to our sisters in Loreto Convent, Osborne.
The gold and silver medals of the Associated
Boards of the Royal Academy and Royal College
of London having been awarded to two pupils of
the fair W .A. Convent. How we wish there
were a special correspondent in each house who
would undertake to keep for us a record of the
leading events. The following letter from the
girls of Loreto Abbey, Rathfarnham, shows how
interesting such a record may be :-
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Loreto Abbey,
Rathfarnham.
Dear Sisters in Ballarat.
We were very glad to get your letter and to
hear so much about Mary's Mount.
We shall
be even more interested when Rev . Mother and
Sister Mary Attracta come home and tell us how
beautiful Australia is and how much they love it.
We shall tell you about Rathfarnham-about
ourselves. This has been a busy year and very
interesting. We had our gymnasium contest at
Easter; it was held in the new gymnasium,
which is quite a beautiful building and gives us
plenty of room; it was hung with evergreen and
little baskets of daffodils tied up with red. The
figure marching was perhaps the most interesting
item. The Loreto Shield is such a oeautiful
one-silver, inlaid with enamel.
Bray was our chief antagonist, and well
deserved victory. The little children looked
pretty marching in their red caps and flowing
sashes; the grown girls did advanced marching
with barbells, used like muskets, and decorated
with red and yellow ribbons ; the whole had a
military effect and gave great pleasure to our
v1s1tors. V/e won the cup for the Indian club
team. Barbell, dumlJbell, and scarf teams
worked well too. The club swinging soloists
gave some wonderful displays, especially the girl
who won the gold medal. The skipping rope
solos done by the small girls were very pretty.
Each had to compose her own dance and select
her pianist, so each solo showed a different style.
We were lucky enough to win the shield for
the aggregate number of marks, presented by
Mr. Clague, N.P .E.S., of Liverpool, who
judged.
After this contest we had our Easter holidays.
A great many of the past pupils came to spend
Holy \Veek at the Abbey and to refresh the
memory of their school days.
On our return we set to work for the "Feis
Ceoil," which came off in May; the band,
remembering Sister Mary Attracta and the years
before, attacked the Mozart Symphony with a
great deal of determination ; they were honoured
by a visit from the Archbishop, Dr. Walshe,
accompanied by Dr. Donnelly. Mr. Myerscough
was our conductor; Father Bewerunge helped
also.

The night of our performance in the University Buildings is a memorable one. We
pla;yed first ;'. the Dominican orchestra came
second and gave a good performance. The
suspense was simply frightful; you can imagine
our joy when we were declared victorious ; the
crowded hall gave a great clap for Loreto,
That night we drove back in cabs to the
.~bbey, where Mother Mary Teresa and the
nuns were waiting to congratulate us. The
instrm:nental q uartettes and trios were very
s,uccessful also ; the vocal trio got first place,
and the two choirs of thirty each were good.
Fannie -, Vincent got third place for her soprano
solo, and another girl, Wadna Keil, got first,
junior violin, and first in the "Oireachtas Feis."
The house exams. were soon after; they were
even more exciting, as every child had to be
examined.
As a reward for our hard work Mother Mary
Teresa allowed us to hold a Fancy Fair in the
grounds for the purpose of raising funds to have
a nurse for the poor in the district of Rathfarnham.
Everyone was very busy planning
amusements, decorating, etc. The band had
encamped on a wooden platform under a tree.
There were tents and refreshment stalls placed
here and there on the lawn; also some Spanish
games, "Carera de las Cintas," and there were
also gramaphones and phonographs.
The prettiest feature of the whole Fete was
the Cafe Chantaut, which we had decorated
in Japanese fashion with lanterns, palms, ferns,
and flowers; there were little tea tables, and the
attendants were dressed in Geisha costumes; all
the cakes, preserves, and jellies were made by
the cooking class under their mistress, Miss
McGuinness, in the bijou kitchen, convenient to
the gymnasium that was converted into a cafe
for the time being.
During tea there was a continual concert :
singing, recitation and music at the end of the
room.
The Fair lasted two days, and we were lucky
enough to have glorious weather, and the
happiness of presenting our parish priest with a
large sum for the relief of his poor, £60. We
rested next day and then began to work for our
exams., with more than' usual energy, as Mother
M. Teresa could not have been kinder or given
us a more enjoyable holiday.
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We hope this long letter will be interesting
enough to give you a little pleasure and that you
will often write to
Your affectionate
Irish Sisters.
November.-Saint Augustine's Band from
Geelong gave us a great treat; the children, for
many are but children, pl ay marvellously well.
S.M. Attracta was delighted with the performance. The A.W.A. Band also paid us a visit
and kindly played for us. No need to say that
we enjoyed the fine music. Our Australia bids
fair to make a name as a land of song.
Our retreat was a welcome rest after the busy
year. The Very Rev. J. Ryan, S .J., was the
conductor, and was surprised and pleased when
we petitioned for a fourth day.
The 1 rth inst. dear Mother-General left with
Mother Provincial for W .A. It was a sad day,
brightened, however, by the prospect of a second
visit in a few years.
Mother Provincial will not return till near
Christmas. Some of us, for whom this is the
last year at school, said a sorrowful good-bye to
her also.
Mr. Martell, of the School of Mines, who has
taken a very practical interest in our laboratory,
gave us a most interesting lecture on Roses.
He had taken the trouble to collect about 50
specimens and had lists ready to hang on the
blackboard. Much enthusiasm was excited; a
Loreto Rose Society was formed.
M. M.

Aloysius has given a plot of ground. Mr.
Martell has kindly promised his valuable aid.
On the evening of the lecture Mr. Martell kindly
showed us, through a microscope, specimens of
"Radium." Our girls have developed much
initiative lately; the Literary Club has covered
itself with glory by the powers displayed in the
recent debates; the subjects being:-No. 1, "Are
the Women of the Present Inferior to those of
the Past." No. 2, "Oral Examinations are
Helpful and Advisable." Talent is shown in
their journal, the reading of which affords much
amusement and profit. The club promises great
things for the 10th. Nous verrons.
Basket Ball is in full swing. Tennis in
favour as usual.
The great Feast of the Immacul a te Conception is near. We are preparing for the Mass
of that day, H a bert 's contrapuntal "Exultet
Messe," in C, op. 14. They say we sing it
beautifully; for the lovely feast we would,
were it possible, sing like the angels to honour
the Jubilee Year of the definition of the
Immaculate Conception.
So with the blooming of these School
Blossoms the all-important Jubilee Year draws
to its close. We, who were privileged to spend
it in Mary's Mount, feel that it was a never-tobe-forgotten year, and from our hearts arises a
glad th anksgiving, for all the good and gracious
things done in our midst to honour the best of
Mothers.

(From a Photo taken by Mother -Genera /)
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"The signs of the times seem really to indicate that ecclesiastical
musical reform mill be one of the chief features of the early
twentieth century, just as ecclesiastical architecture reform
was of the early and middle nineteenth century."
- R IGH T REV

DR, CASARTELLL

:

::;

are skilfully rendered, a great potency and a
certain marvellous blending of gravity and
sweetness, which easily glide into the minds of
th e h earers, and just a t the right moment call
up pious di spositions and holy and wholesome
th oug hts."

T is certainly a grea t joy to discover in
"The present Pope is very desirous to introoneself possibilities, an d such a joy rema ins
duce
plain chant in church services, therefore
to us as a legacy of this year of grace, 1903.
yo
u
see
th e highest eart hly authority is in favour
We have been told, and we recognise the fact
of
what
you ate doing for your choi r.
ourselves, th a t our voices are peculiarly fitt ed
"
Now,
as to th e origi n of plain chan t. The
to re nder the plain chant church musi c.
first
a
ttempts
to reduce the t rad itional melodies
Our orchestra has ac hieved success and has
to
a
defin
ite
system
was made by St. Am brose,
been pronounced to be one of the best in
to
wards
th
e
close
of
th e fourth century. H e
A ustralia; this is a subj ect for co ngratula tion
est
abli
shed
th
e
four
Auth
entic Modes and first
indeed; but far above orchestral honours do we
introduced
into
the
Western
Church the custom
reckon the consciousness th at our singing in
of
antiphonal
singing,
for
which
your church is
choir, our plain chan t, a ids the devotion of th e
so
admirably
adapted.
list eners, and th at it is, to use th e ex pression of
"St. Gregory the Great, some two hundred
an eminent ecclesiastic, a "prayer chant."
years
la ter, took up the work a nd systematized
Well then, may we be gra t eful to dear S.M.
Attracta, who devoted so much time a nd the rich treasury of plain cha nt melodies,
laboured so earnestly with us at choir prac tice, bequeathed to the Church by t radition. H e
and who pointed out to us how well the mu sic added to the four Ambrosian modes four plagal
suited our voices-till, in spired with courage modes which, with th e Ambrosia n, form the
a nd devotion hy her words, we rose to the Gregorian music of to-day. It is called plain
occasion and even astonished ourselves by the chant, it moves evenly a long, rarely extends
result achie\·ed.
above a n octave, the music suits the wordsThe Sunday preceding her departure, S.M. it as it were paints the words, the music is
Attracta spoke to us in th e study ha ll. It was secondary.
the feast of St. Cecilia, and we had that morning
"Your beautiful stone church is admirably
sung the beautiful pl ain c hant " :Ylesse des suited to this singing; its acoustic properties are
Anges."
We cannot do better than reproduce splendid, a nd the organ is so conveni en tly
Sister's ad dress, which reproduction must situated th at not a beat need be lost, the choir
necessarily be imperfect, lacking the earnest · being directly in front of the gallery ; then your
tones, the deep enthusiasm, which carried voices lend themselves to the chant, the tone is
so pure, so un emotional, th e voice comes ~o
conviction with th em.
"My dear Children ,-Our la te Holy Father, natural, 'effortless singing,' I style it .
"Now, as to th e spirit in which you should
addressing the Abbot of Solesmes, sa id on
When people are summoned to play
May 17th, 190 1 :-'Every effort und ertaken for sin g.
the purpose of explaining an d ex tendin g the use before an earthly king or quee n what trouble is
of plain song, th e companion and hand-m aid of the taken to prepare them, every muscle of th e face,
most holy rites, must ass uredly be commended, every motion of the body is attended to, and
not only for its intelligence a nd industry, but, what shou ld we do when called to sing before the
what is far more import an t, for the much desired "King of Kings." When we sing with devotion
gain which it brings t o Divine Worship. For we fulfil the first end of our creation, and, dear
the Gregorian tones are most discreetly and children , we should have more reverence, if poswisely adapted for bringing out the mea nin g of sible, in our act now than if we saw Our Lord
the words: and there is i_n them, if only they fa ce to face, for we should think of that tender love
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which makes Him divest Himself of the external
glory which surrounds Him in Heaven. Our
Lord is, as it were, at our mercy-we can be
abominable to Him if we like. It is in little
things we may show our loving reverence, in our
earnest preparation of our hymns, our careful
copying of them.
"Every day doing our best, watching each
syllable, correcting faults Ill the v01ce. Our
Lord won't forget and His blessing will rest on
you. Careless work, negligently, half-heartedly
done is an abomination to Him. The only thing
which would really make me feel wicked with a
child would be any sign of disrespect to the
Blessed Sacrament. Instead of dwelling on our
Lord's displeasure I prefer, however, to draw
your attention to the reward of reverence.
Gratitude should lead you to sing your song of
love to the King.
He has given you beautiful
voices, the tone is so natural, so exquisite, and
every time you use those voices to sing for Him
you get blessings a hundredfold. Keep up in
the school the spirit of earnest reverence. Do
not allow it to die out. If a new child is inclined
to be careless say, 'Oh, here we sing songs of
love before the King.' The children of Rathfarnham have that spirit, and each child becomes
imbued with it. To be allowed to help others is
a privilege, and I am grateful to God that He
has permitted me to help you.
I have nothing
but pleasant recollections of you, your earnestness, your faithfulness in copying laboriously
your hymns. Spread that earnest, loving spirit
through Australia, carry your knowledge away,
use it for others, it is a light thing, but may help
many. When cold or tepid, it is a beautiful
way of praying to 'sing before the King'-but
remember, always with reverent earnestness.
Again I say never be careless, no book, no pains
with the words.
If you sing your best always
you will bring a blessing on the nuns, on the
school. Reverend Mother General attributes
the success obtained by Rathfarnham to the
care bestowed on the church music, and I know
that no matter how hard, or dry, or.cold I felt, I
always took trouble about the singing before the
Blessed Sacrament, and it has brought a blessing
-it will bring it on you. Then attend to the
preparation of your music, let it tell your reverence, love, care, and respect.
"Think of the angels round the altar, ho\U

they would prize our privilege, they are not
privileged to sing their songs of love aloudwe are. Your memory will be enshrined for
me in that ' Messe des Anges,' which you sang
so beautifully this morning. I will ever remember those pure voices and the earnest spirit.
To-day is the feast of St. Cecilia; I want you
to grow fond of the little saint and she will
help you. She was not satisfied with going to
God alone, she led others, every true woman is
like that. No woman ever goes to God or
wanders from Him without leading others. I
will always think of you when I hear at
Rathfarnham the 'Messe des Anges.' I have
not as good a chance as Mother-General of
seeing you again, but we shall meet in Heaven,
I will look out for you there, not one must be
missing, and I will listen for the pure sweet
voices of my Australian children.''
No need to say our hearts were full as Sister
spoke, yet in our sorrow was mingled joy, for we
knew we had given satisfaction to dear MotherGeneral and to S.M. Attracta, and that Mother
Provincial and our Mary's Mount nuns were
proud of us.
Now, dear Sister, evening after evening, the
pleading "Ave Maris Stella " rises in supplication
as you journey over the pathless waters, and not
with that journey's end will our prayers cease,
for a debt of gratitude is ours, and we are glad
to be able to give public expression to our
sentiments by means of our school magazine.
\Ve thank you, dear Sister, for the great pains
taken with our orchestra, for your constant,
untiring efforts (even when you must have
been physically weary); above all, we thank
you for the labour and care bestowed on our
choir. Our Lord Himself will reward yon and
we promise to ask Him often for a blessing on
you, and we will ask Him also to send you out
to us again. You must not wait for Heaven to
hear the "pure unemotional v01ces of your
Australian children ; " in the meantime we shall
put m practice your parting advice and we
promise you to be careful in preparation, and
reverent in our hearts as we " sing our songs of
love before the King.

~=======o=======~

THE CHILDREN OF THE CHOIR.
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Herr Carl Fuchs, of the Manchester Royal
"RATHFARNHAM." The name brings a
College
of Music, examined violin and 'cello
picture of the old world Abbey, hidden
away from the gaze of curious eyes in playing. In the violin examinations ten pupils
the protecting shadow of its oaks-venerable got honours and eight passed.
with years-a Mother House indeed to those
Dr. Vincent examined the piano and organ
"who never leave it without a backward sigh, playing and solo singing, as well as choral
and return to it gladly and swiftly as birds singing and orchestral playing.
In piano
to the nest, as a ~hild to the arms of a sweet playing seventeen candidates got honours and
mother." Yet it is our Mother House too, we, sixty-six passed; in organ playing two got
who have never seen it, save in our drea ms, but honours and four passed ; in solo singing five
who love it, nevertheless, with a patriot feeling got honours and twelve passed. In his general
that it is our own. Ah ! had we never loved it report Dr. Vincent says:-" The teaching, to.
before we would love it now since the gentle produce such sa,tisfactory results as I have
Mother who has ruled there so many years has witnessed, I consider most excellent. The
come to us-as our Mother's Mother-to give a technique classes interested me very much, the
Mother's blessing to all the joys of our instruction being excellent and the attention and
Jubilee Year.
the work of the pupils most satisfactory. The
Before she left us we found that she was our singing and orchestral classes were admirable,
Mother too, with a love wide and deep, distinct the ensemble and tone leaving nothing to be
and separate for each one of us-as only a mother desired. I am under the impression that the
can have. So she carries many Australian orchestral class is the finest in the United
hearts back with her to the Abbey, and this is Kingdom. 1 have never heard of any school
an additional reason why our thoughts should where such results are attained."
return and dwell with a new gladness on the
Dr. Carroll set harmony papers for the three
joys and successes of her children there. highest classes.
He says :-"The harmony
Successes not a few. Though eclipsed now by work is far beyond the average of school work.
our Jubilee joys we do not forget the thrill of The senior pupils deserve an especial comgladness when we received the cablegram that mendation." No wonder ·honours were won at
the Rathfarnham orchestra had again carried public competitions; of course much interest
off the Feis Ceoil prize-a glory it has won for in these centres round the Irish harp, for as the
three successive years (the leader, by the way, harp is the national emblem, so has harp playwas Miss Rita Dowdall, a little girl of fifteen ing ever been the chief means of preserving
years of age, who also gained the Pianoforte those simple melodies which seem to be latent
Scholarship at the June examinations of the among the silent strings.
Rathfarnham School of Music).
We thronged
So when the newspaper reports came out we
in imagination to that great national gathering could not help dwelling lovingly on tributes like
(for what the Eisteddfod is to Wales the Feis this:-" Rathfarnham has done wonders, not
Ceoil is to Ireland).
A gathering of clans only in teaching, and in the spur given by its
indeed from every corner of the land, united to entries for competitions, but also in the harp
foster and encourage and develop all that is best tutors and arrangements by M.A.C .* It has
and most beautiful in the tradition of the nation, done another thing of more lasting value for the
and above all in its national music.
harp revival. Competitions are but annual.
It was but natural that Rathfarnham, of all But in sending forth to the musical world such
our convents, should have been the one' to thus a gifted, highly trained, accomplished musician
attract the notice of all musical Ireland. The as Miss Florence Kerin, who led the band of
results of the examinations conducted on the harps at the Oireachtas, it has put all music and
programme of its School of Music in 1902 speak
•S.M. Attracta Coffey.
for themselves.
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all Gaeldom under a tribute of gratitude, so that
it might rest on the laurels for a decade with
honour."
Touching M.A C's. Irish Melodies, noted
above, the following review is interesting as
showing not only the value set on the work by
musical critics, but giving another example of
the amusing and not uncommon mistake that
every masterly production must be the outcome
of a man's mind and brain:-" The arranger is
in thorough sympathy with the Irish melodies,
is experienced in handling harmonies; his
principles of harmonization have our full
approval."
Apropos of Rathfarnham successes at the
Feis Ceoil the following extract gives a brief list
of the awards:-" The pupils of the Convent
also secured gold, silver, and bronze medals at
the recent Feis Ceoil. At the Oireachtas in the
present year the prize Irish harp was won by
one of the pupils, while first and second places
were taken in fiddle playing; first and third
places in Irish harp competitions; and second
place in Irish solo singing."
We must not dwell too much on the musical
successes, for we heard of a grand dinner
arranged, cooked, and entirely catered for by
ardent · partizans of the cooking class. As to
athletics and ph),sical culture Mr. Arthur P.
Clague, N.S.P.C., examiner of the competitions
in connection with the Loreto Physical Education
Society, pays high tribute to the children of
the Loreto schools for the magnificent work
shown, "which,'' he says, "is easily first in the
British Islands."

a:

"This splendid result was mainly due to the
eftorts of Mr. R. R. Clarke, whose resignation
lately caused such deep regret. During the
seven years the Loreto Physical Education
Society has been in existence Mr. Clarke discharged the duties of hon. secretary and
treasurer, did all the work of organization, and
trained 194 teams. At the tendering of his
resignation at the last annual council meeting,
the Mistress-General of Rathfarnham, who
presided, presented him with a massive silver
centrepiece and four flower holders, as a
testimony of the esteem in which he was held by
all connected with the society. May even
greater success attend him in his new sphere of
action."
With regard to general culture and University
education the results of the examinations of the
Royal University speak for themselves. Loreto
College, Stephen's Green, Dublin-the University College of Rathfarnham, gained six
First-class Exhibitions and Honours and nineteen Second-class Exhibitions - a total of
twenty-five - as compared with the highly
endowed Queen's College, Galway, and Queen's
College, Cork, which gained totals of sixteen
and four respectively.
0 Mother! is it any wonder that your children are proud of you and glory in you as loving
·children may ? Look across the sea, dear Alma
Mater, and see how your Australian children
exult in your triumphs, join in all your gladness,
rejoice in your love.

An Australian Novice of the J.B. V.M.,
Loreto, Ballarat.
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Concepcion, av/aria, <lJolores, CJ3fanca, Pilar Perez de Guzman,
<lJaughters of Duke Tilly de Serclaes, of the f amifr of

SAINT DOMINIC.

PART III.

JProspectt"e JE.Ntresses.

-:
N the third part of our Blossoms we see pupils
who have come from many a foreign land to
greet the Jubilee, and we give them a very
warm welcome and hope that they will feel
quite at home in our Australian Eucalyptus
Blossoms.
Next year we shall in sert views of our
houses in several countries. We have a supply
of German Convents ready, thanks to the
generosity of a kind friend, and we, prospective
young editresses, mean to set forth in a circular
our intentions for the Blossoms next year.
Perhaps an introduction would not be out of
place at this point. Who are we? Well,
several of the members of the First and Second
Divisions have formed a Literary Club since the
Jubilee, and our debates and monthly journal
have proved such a success, and have won for us
such a school-wide reputation that we have been
told that the Blossoms of 1904 shall be completely
entrusted to our care, and we have been initi a ted
into editorial secrets, financial and otherwise.
We have wonderful plans, which we mea n to
explain in our circular early in I 904. In the
meantime we merely sta te tha t the Blossoms
shall, as a Post-] ubilee Issue, have a retrospec ti ve
character, and shall deal with th e history of th e
I.B.V.M. and with Mary's Mount, past and
present, and shall, moreover, show illu stra tions
of our new altar and beautiful cloisters, a nd
shall, furth ermore, if our friends wish to provide
us with "the sinews of wa r,'' contain illustrations
of varied interest.
Articles from old girls, photos., to be used as
blocks, directions to have photos. taken of any
spot in the grounds or house, or any picture or
statue, will receive immediate attention. With
regard to blocks it is well to know that a very
small one is five shillings, and they run up till
one the whole size of a page of the Blossoms
would be between twenty and thirty shillings.
A pessimist may hold that our circular will be
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disregarded, but we are people who will be taken
notice of, being the women of the future with
votes ! and as we are of a cheery disposition,
across our doubts we "throw shining reasons
on the happier side."
The history of the Institute of the B.V.M.
has an interest of its own, independent of th e
personal interest which attaches to it in the case
of its pupils, therefore we feel it will be in our
power to place in the hands of our readers of
1904 an issue which will give much pleasure.
As an appropriate ending to our introduction we
quote a passage from a sermon preached at th e
Double Golden Jubilee of the Rev. Mother and
of the Convent of Our Lady of Loreto, Manchester, July 18th, 1901, by the Very Rev.
Dr. Casartelli, M.A., Rector of St. Bede's
College (the learned preacher is now the Bishop
of Salford) : "The present is neither the time nor the place to
re-tell the romantic story of the origin and vicissitudes of
this remarkable educational society. From the troubled
days of Mary Ward-in the era of persecution-on through
a period of rapid development abroad, in Austria and
Bavaria, where the •English Ladies,' as they are called,
still fl ourish as a large and powerful society- back wards
a nd forwards from England and France ; from Court
favour to persecution ; from the fou ndation of the famous
old Micklegate Bar Convent at York (1620) to the coming
of that remarkable wo man, Mary Teresa Ball, who first
brought the Institute into Catholic Irela nd-then onward
through an era of still more wonderful expansion th roughout Ireland and Engla nd , Canada, the United States,
India, Spain, South Africa, Australia, as well as in Italy,
Austria, Hungary, Germ a ny, and Roumania; the history
pursues its providential course amid every vicissitude of
sunshine and storm, in every clime of this world-wide
empire, and in lands far beyond its bounds. It is a
history, indeed, which you must read elsewhere, but which
cannot fail to cast the glamour of great and glorious
traditions and inspmng memories over our j ubilee
Celebrations of to-day ."
THE EDITRESSES OF

1904.

Princess M. Pilar,
Daughter of

Prince Ludwig-Ferdinand of Bavaria.
The following iuterest ing notice appeared latel y in an
.
. "Prince Ludwig -Ferdinand of Bavana
Enghsh newspaper .C
·
t 1
.
. l the most learned and practical of the on tmen a
1s certam Y
rt educa
R
lf es He had the advan tage o f a cosmopo I an
.. oya I .
b
in Madrid
and spent his childhood m
1
uon · he was orn
•
Spai~ Bavaria and Austria. H e earl y sh owed the greate~t
intere~t in medicine, and after studying for some yea.rs h:
. d the M D deg ree. Then came his marri age to t
the
receive
• · ·
dd ·
'f l
tie daughter of Queen Isabella, an
unng
beaut1 u , gen
h
useful li fe at
last twent y years they h ave spent a appy,
b
N m henburg, where their three children have b een orn,
yd p here the Prince has fo unded a hospital, where he
an w h
. k not only of the neighbourhood, but of all
doctors t e sic ,
.
d ·
the surrounding cou ntry . Prince Ludwig-Ferd 1~an ~s very
. 1 and his daughter the Princess M. Pilar mhents her
mus1ca,
father 's philantrophic spirit."

'PUPILS OF <JHE CONVENT OF <JHE J. B. V.M. cA.LTOTTING,
BAVARIA.

'PUPILS OF <JHE CONVENT OF <JHE I. CJ3. V.M. , SAN "POLTEN,
AUS TRIA .
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HE Institute of the B.V.M . (of which the
Loreto Convents form the Irish branch)
owes much to the noble rulers of Bavaria;
therefore it is with pleasure we note another
instance of the charity and zeal, which seem
as heritages to the members of that Royal
House
From Nymphenburg, the Mother House of
the Institute in Germany, came an interesting
iittle pamphlet, telling of a gracious work set on
foot in Munich by the Princess Pilar, of Bavaria.
This name is not unfamiliar to us, for we heard
of the young Princess preparing devoutly for her
first Holy Communion under the direction of our
nuns at Nymphenburg; and afterwards being,
with her royal mother, an honoured and welcome
guest of the Convent of the Institute in Rome
on the occasion of a pilgrimage thither . The
aim of the good work above referred to was folly
explained in a letter of appeal, published by the
Princess Pilar in a German magazine, Marienbote.
Briefly it is as follows :-A union of children
for the purpose of giving substantial aid to the
poor, by working at least one hour a week at
useful objects. A collection of these works
being made and an exhibition held, the garments
and varirrns objects are distributed to the poor,
sick and needy of all kinds, or sold for their
benefit.
If any one of the league should be unable to
provide materials needful for his or her work,
the Princess graciously directs them to apply to
her, giving the needful address.
Less than three months elapsed before five
thousand names were enrolled as members of
the Charitable League. At the first exhibition
held in Munich, more than three thousand
useful objects were displayed, and afterwards
distributed throughout some dozen towns.
A report of this praiseworthy work is to be
published by the Princess from time to time ;
we also should feel much honoured to receive
from Her Royal Highness some explanation of
its working, which might lead, perhaps, to an
establishment of a like scheme in Australia.
We have presumed permission to insert a picture
of the little Princess Pilar in this number,
.,J

l"

claiming her as a Jubilee visitor.
The BAVARIAN CONVENT OF ALT6TTING,
founded 1721, is represented by a group. The
nationalities in it are various indeed, for pupils
from France, Germany, Poland, Russia, Servia,
Italy, the British Isles, and even Africa,
America, and Asia may at times be found in our
foreign houses .
Several of our nuns can tell us interesting
details concerning school life in NYMPHENBURG
or ALToTTJNG. We give a friendly greeting to
our SISTERS OF BAVARIA, then turn to welcome
the AusTRIAN MAIDENS of SAN PoLTEN (founded
1706); were it not that we reserve descriptions
to accompany the views of convents which are
to appear in the Blossoms of 1904 we should be
tempted to dwell on the advantages enjoyed by
the inmates of these houses of the I.B.V.M.
From Budapest come our next visitors ; very
happy they seem, recreating on the flat roof. \Ve
have fine photographs of the house, and the
Mother-Superior, Mother Mary Almassy, a
relative of the Reverend Monsignor Count Vay
de Vaya, in a courteous letter tells us that she
will be pleased to see Australian children in
correspondence with her pupils.
Bucarest sends an account of a Jubilee
Celebration which is certain to be read with
interest and which explains the pictures.
"In the month of October, 1902, the Institute
Sta. Maria, in Bucarest, celebrated the Jubilee of
50 years since its foundation, in which a great
many friends and benefactors took part. Yes,
fifty years have elapsed since, through the help
of His Highness, Monsignor Angelo, Conte di
Parsi, then Bishop of Nicopolis and Administrator of Roumania, an appeal was made to the
Community of the Institute Sta. Maria, in
Bavaria, to send some of its members into this
country, a country justly called by one of its
Metropolitans, "Gravina Maici Domnului," or
the "Garden of the Virgin," to devote themselves to the instruction and education of the
young Roumanian girls.
It was truly the
Blessed Virgin Mary who showed these noble
women the road to this unknown country, where
the schism still reigns; her powerful protection
was the heavenly sunbeam which, in spite of the
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great difficulties they met with, enabled them to
prosper in their Christian work in a satisfactory
manner. At present the good sisters are at the
head of two boarding schools, two day schools
and a parish school in Bucarest, educating more
than one thousand young girls of different nations
and religions. The principal establishment or
Mother House, Institute Sta. Maria, is situated
in Strada Pi tar Mosu No. I 3, the other, called
Institute St. Joseph, a smaller house, in Strada
Fontanei. In the latter there is, for the girls
who have finished their studies, a sewing school,
to learn dressmaking, ·Jin en making, and nice
fancy needlework; and also for the very young
children a nursery-garden (kindergarten) in
which are from 50 to 60 babies. Besides these
three schools in Bucarest, the Sisters of Sta.
Maria have, during these 50 years, founded
other establishments, depending on the Mother
House, in three provinces of Roumania : Braila,
Craiova and Turn-Severin, consisting each of a
boarding school and a day school, making
altogether I 3 houses, more or less important, in
which 2,000 young girls receive Christian instruction as well as moral education. These
children, as I have already said, belong to
different nations, classes and religions.
It is, therefore, easy to understand how great
the difficulties have been, and are still, in
undertaking such a noble task.
In spite of all
these difficulties the sisters obtained the best
results, and thus increased the confidence which
this establishment enjoyed from the very beginning of its foundation in the year 1852.
The results obtained may, more or less, be
also attributed to the natural dispositions of
the Roumanian children, the greater number of
whom are most clever and intelligent, so that
from their childhood they are accustomed to
speak several languages ; it is, therefore, not at
all astonishing that those children, even in the
lower classes, speak one or two foreign languages
besides their own native tongue. They possess
also a great talent for music and other arts, and
if they were a little more studious and persevering one could obtain from them wonderful
results.
The day scholars, belonging generally to the
middle and to the poorer classes, most of them
Catholics, have for the sisters real affection
and sincere gratitude. The Mission's salutary

influence is especially devoted to these two
classes, and is the principal work it has in view,
therefore, nothing is neglected for their good in
life. To these young girls school is like a dear
home, where they find themselves truly happy.
It is indeed a pleasant sight to see, every morning, arriving from all parts of the town and its
suburbs, groups of girls dressed in the uniformblack pinafore, trimmed with red woollen lace,
their books under the arm, having quite an air
of importance.
When one considers how modest has been
the origin of this Institute Sta. Maria, its
sacrifices and privations, and sees its actual
extension, we do not wonder at the sisters'
gratitude to Him Who, during these fifty years
of labour, has so wonderfully protected their
work in helping them to overcome all the difficulties. He who knew Bucarest fifty years ago,
and Bucarest at present, can easily appreciate
the sisters' courage.
This hymn of praise and thankfulness shows
itself in the fifth allegorical picture, so well
represented on the festival of the Jubilee, at
which assisted the principal authorities of the
capital: the President of the Council, D.
Stourdza, the Minister Stoicesco, the Police
Prefect, the Consuls of Germany and Austria
the Mayor of Bucarest, etc., etc.
This festival was inaugurated by a "Te
Deum," sung by His Eminence, Monsignor
Hornstein, Archbishop of Bucarest, and almost
all the members of the Catholic clergy, in the
chapel of the convent, most beautifully decorated
for this solemnity. Although the feast bore a
religious character, yet it was greatly approved
and admired by the whole noble assembly.
THE FIRST ALLEGORICAL PICTURE represented a Roumanian landscape. The guardian
angel of the country comes forward, saying
that this land has been entrusted to him by the
Almighty, and laments the little good done on
behalf of the children. He implores the Blessed
Virgin, protectress of the country, who appears
to him, to help him. His prayer is no sooner
uttered than the guardian angel of Bavaria
approaches, bringing with him a talisman sent
him by Mary, the Saviour's Mother; this same
angel promises to call Mary's daughters into this
country.
Immediately this promise has been
made, the guardian angels of Germany, Austria,
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France and Italy appear and promise their help.
THE SECOND PrcTURE.-The same landscape, but covered over with dark clouds. Evil
spirits hold council to find the means of preventing the success of the Mission. They call
to their aid other evil spirits: calamity, calumny,
envy, falsehood, impiety, war, illness - and
rejoice, being sure of the victory, and call out,
"No, you have not won the battle yet!" The
guardian angels reappear on the scene, they try
to drive away the evil spirits; a battle ensues,
and the victory remains with the angels, protected by Mary, who appearing, obliges the evil
spirits to flee. A hymn of thanksgiving is then
sung by the angels.
THE THIRD PicTURE.-The curtain is drawn
up and the front of the house is seen just as it
was fifty years ago. Angels accompany the
first five nuns sent from Bavaria and enter the
convent with them. Soon after comes a very
little girl asking Roumania's guardian angel to
show her where she may learn to pray and be
good. The angel takes her by the hand and
leads her to one of the sisters. And thus, one
after the other, come four other girls: first, an
orphan, claiming a home; second, a girl who, on
account of her parents' misery, has never been to
school; third, a young girl of a better condition
who wishes to study arts and sciences; and
fourth, one who must earn her own bread by
her needlework. Each girl is led by an angel
to a sister, they all kneel and unite their voices
in singing a beautiful hymn to the Mother of
God, a hymn to swear fidelity to her, during
which the angels bless them, stretching out their
hands above the sisters' and children's heads.
THE FouRTH PICTURE shows us the Institute
Sta. Maria as it now is, and its five other houses.
The two angels of Bavaria and Roumania,
opening out this picture, let us see the Mother
House (Bucarest), and at the sides, the other
five establishments.
The activity of the Mother House is manifested by five groups. First, the NURSERY
GARDEN (kindergarten); second, the PUBLIC
ScHOOL; third, the BOARDING ScHOOL ; fourth,
the ORPHAN SCHOOL; and fifth, the NEEDLEWORK ScHooL. Over these Bavaria's and Roumania's guardian angels watch and look up to
God with joy and gratitude.

..
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THE FIFTH PICTURE represents the same
scene. The Angel of Time appears slowly,
accompanied by the Genius of Memory, and
briefly relates the whole history of the Institute
Sta. Maria, from its foundation to our days,
implores the blessing of the Blessed Virgin (who,
during the relation, appears shining brilliantly
on the scene so well illuminated) upon all the
friends of the House, especially upon those
present on this festival day, upon all the children
of the country, who render her their dutiful
homage. Thirty-two pupils were grouped on the
stage in national costume, bearing each the arms
of the province to which she belongs, and led
by the Angel of Roumania to the sound of the
flute, singing the national song of that time:
"Doina." The emotion was so great that the
eyes of many present filled with tears.
His Majesty the King, who has honoured
the Institute with numerous visits, enhanced
the splendour of the festival by sending a
beautiful crucifix, with Our Saviour's holy
Mother and St. John, the beloved disciple, under
the cross of golden bronze, 80 centimes high.
On the same day were sent by their Majesties
and His Royal Highness, Prince Ferdinand,
telegrams expressing their sincere wishes for
happiness and prosperity to the establishment.
This festival lasted several days.
On the
3rd October it was renewed for the old pupils,
those who left the Institute several years ago;
they were officially invited through the newspapers, as it woulJ have been impossible to find
out the address of each. At 10 o'clock a.m. the
holy Mass was celebrated, at which 200 old
pupils assisted, then each went off to see the
places where she had spent so many happy days
of her youth. Some walked in the convent
garden talking with their old mistresses of old
times; the joy of seeing each other again was to
be read on the faces of all. Around the dinner
table where grandmother, mother, and grandchild sat, reigned the utmost cheerfulness. In
the afternoon the Rev. Father D'Ester, Director
of the Institute, held a short conference with
these good and faithful old pupils, after which
was represented the fifth and last picture, already
mentioned-but when these words: " Do You
REMEMBER STILL? " were addressed by a few
little angels to them, words which indeed recalled to their memories the happy days of their
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youth spent m this house, many of them burst
into tears. In the evening fireworks, or to speak
more correctly, "fires of Bengal," were shown
in the garden, and when all was over everyone
left the convent deeply moved, but delighted at
having spent the day in this place so full of dear
remembrances.
The next day was entirely
given to those dear sisters who have reposed for
long years in the church-yard. Many of the
pupils went there to unite their prayers and
t ears on those tombs, dear to most of them.
Some of the younger pupils studying at the
convent, accompanied by the Rev. Mother
Superioress and other sisters, were taken to
Pantelimon (an hour-and-a-half distance from
Bucarest) to place, as a sign of gratitude, a
beautiful wreath of flowers on the grave of
Prince Alexandre Ghika, a benefactor of the
Institute, and who had laid its foundation stone.
Everyone thought these festivals at end,
when her Majesty the Queen, returning from
Sinaia, her summer residence, after a few weeks'
absence, honored the convent with her royal
v1s1t. The festival on this occasion was renewed, and several times Her Majesty showed
signs of emotion ; she even expressed earnestly
her interest and admiration.
All those present
were charmed by the amiability and kindness of
the Queen of Roumania. When the representation was over, Her Majesty was escorted to the
drawing-room by the very youngest pupils,
singing the national hymn. All those little girls
could be seen stretching their necks and standing
on tiptoe to get a glimpse of the features of their
beloved queen and mother of their country. This
childish curiosity greatly amused Her Majesty,
who said," What happiness is reflected in the eyes of
a child I"
As Her Majesty was seated in the drawingroom, a poor little orphan girl, ill for several
years, was brought to her. The queen had
already heard about the child and had always
shown a gre'!t interest in her, for the reason
that this incurable little girl suffers from the
same illness that carried away Her Majesty's
youngest brother, _P rince Otho, after many years
of the most painful sufterings.
The noble and
august sovereign took the child on her lap, and
petted her, saying, "You must call me' Mama
Regina!' "

With what pleasure did this poor orphan,
who never had known a mother's love, enjoy
these royal caresses! But this was not sufficient
for Her Majesty. On Christmas Eve there came
to the door of the convent a footman from the
royal palace, bringing the little martyr a beauti ful Christmas Tree, laden with toys, a book of
the royal author, with a few lines written by the
queen herself, and a pretty doll, who received
the name of Elizabeth! Not alone was the poor
child delighted with so much royal kindness, but
the Roumanian pupils, who almost worship
their Queen, came as frequently as possible into
the sick child's room to admire the royal gifts.
To prove her gratitude, the little one was
photographed sitting up in her little bed, under
the Christmas Tree with all the toys received
from Her Majesty; and the photograph bearing
the words, "Made happy by Jesus," was sent to
" Mama Regina."
This little scene was as a last echo of the
beautiful festival, for it was once more given at
the request of Her Royal Highness, Princess
Mary, in favour of a charity establishment for
children, of which the Princess is president.
It must be said, indeed, that the Almighty
has not denied His blessings to the Institute
Sea. Maria for the last fifty years, since, during
these long years it has produced such good
results, obtained, it is true, with great and hard
labour.
Let us hope that it may continue its noble
work to the glory of God and H is Holy Mother,
who is so much beloved and honoured in this
country."
Our Italian Sisters from Vicenza deserve the
aftectionate greeting which we offer.
With
regard to them, as also to our Irish, Spanish,
American, African and Indian visitors, we have
been placed in a dilemma, having to make a
choice among several or (as in the case of Italy
and Spain) very many photos., each of interest.
We gave the preference frequently to seniority,
or to Children of Mary, always to girls connected
with the families of saints, or related to a nun.
However, each photo will have a place in our
refectory and some may appear in the Blossoms
of 1904.
"And we, on dicvers shores now ca.st,
Shall meet. our perilous 'boya.ge pa.st,
All in Our Father's house a.t fast."
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ITALY.
grateful for her promise of praying this saint to
From Vicenza we received an interesting intercede for his clients in Australia.
budget, similar to that which delighted us last
Alfreda Janota begins bravely in English.
year. The Trait d' Union, as the school journal " My dearest friends, I am very glad to write you
is called, consists of a number of letters in a little English letter, but I hope you will have
French from the girls of our convent, each of a much indulgence, because I am learning the
English solely six months about. I am from
whom choses a subject of interest.
Owing to the circumscribed limits of our Wiln, in Autriche, and I am in Italy for two
number, we can do no more than give an extract years. This year I go to home, but I regret
very much to leave the Institute, because I have
from each letter.
The first is from Arpalice Trentin, who con- found here a second Fatherland, "-and so oz:i for
gratulates us on our late studies in Dante. She a few lines, when she begins in easy French
says-"A travers Jes oceans nos pensees se style to tell of the Congregation of the Children
rencontrent dans l'etude d'un auteur si sublime, of Mary, which flourishes at Vicenza, as in all
II me the convents of our Institute. Alfreda holds the
si chretiennement et idealement italien.
semble que nos ames puissent se dire doublement honorable post of librarian in the Congregation
and, as the number of English books in her
soeurs."
Although the whole masterpiece of the collection is few, she wishes us to recommend
Divina Commedia entrances these enthusiastic some that would be suitable. "Patron Saints,"
daughters of Italy, it is the canto descriptive of by E. A. Starr (2 vols.), could not fail to interest,
the peaceful realm of purgatory and of the for the lives are related in so attractive a form:
earthly paradise which our correspondent most " The Child of God," or any of the other works
admires : " The superb apparition of Beatrice by M.IVI. Loyola, of the l.B.V.M., York, would
on her chariot amid a shower of flowers, and be found useful and pleasant, we should think.
Under the heading of" Nos Recreations et
surrounded hy mystical personages, forms a
worthy end to this wonderful canto," she con- Nos Jeux," Amelia Cescari gives a charming
insight into the pastimes of the girls. Their
cludes.
Clelia Cazzola follows with a description of chief games, she says, are those known as le
the carnival amusements, in which the juniors of tournoi, !es croisades, and la victorie-all of them
the school were the chief actors, the seniors devised by the good nuns. An exact description
supplying the musical items of the programme. of la victorie follows, a lively game, in which
Mademoiselle Clelia would wish us to give in coloured flags play a pretty part. The evening
return some account of our carnival rejoicings. recreation, she says, is brightened by indoor
She is not aware that we Australians, pleasure- amusements, such as charades, rounds, and
loving though we be, have no special reason for literary games, instructive and entertaining.
Our correspondent then asks for some account
merry-making corresponding to the continental
of our Australian games. Her interest in Auscarnival time.
The young Marchesina, Anna Car!otti, then tralia is unbounded, having heard something of it
tells with what interest the former contributors from her parents, who visited our land, while her
to the Trait d' Union follow the doings of their father acted as Italian Consul in China.
How pleased we should be if fortune should
Australian sisters ; she gives the name and
address of three in particular who would gladly ever bring Mademoiselle Amelia herself to visit
continue correspondence with us. Truly it is a our convent on these distant shores.
joy to feel that the daughters of Our Lady's
A native of Milan, Eurasia Cescotti, then
Institute are bound by ties of sisterhood, in lands gives her impressions of the wonderful Cathedral,
so far remote as Italy is from the shores of our which is the admiration of all tourists. "ImSouthern Continent.
agine," she says, "a mountain of pure marble,
Luigia Ziliotto gives an interesting account its summit crowned by a colossal statue of the
of a visit to the shrine of a saint much honoured Blessed Virgin, bronze and gilt : around her
here as elsewhere-the great St. Anthony of grouped the figures of cherubim and seraphim,
Padua, patron of her native city. We are and lower, many other angels and saints amid
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pinnacles and spires, whose whiteness pierces
the blue sky above." Within the Cathedral, the
body of St. Charles Borromeo, Milan's noble
cardinal, is preserved in its coffin of crystal.
Dina Bertolini writes of the interesting
Olympic Theatre at Vicenza. It is a work of
the great Palladio, and built in imitation of the
theatres of the ancients; no such building is to
be seen in Europe outside Greece. It is in the
shape of an ellipse with graded seats, tier on
tier, for the spectators. The scenery of the
stage is wholly Grecian in character, and the
ensemble such, that Napoleon on entering exclaimed in admiration, "Mais nous sommes done
en Grece." Representations of classic plays are
given there at rare intervals and are always of
The convent girls at Vicenza
deepest interest.
had the privilege of inspecting this Olympic
Theatre. How we Australians should have
enjoyed being of their number!
Ina Lampertico, also a native of Vicenza,
describes with enthusiasm another of the works
of the great Palladio in her city-the Basilica,
dating from the year 1496. She .says-" If the
name of Palladio had not already been made
illustrious by his splendid monuments at Venice
and Padua, this Basilica alone would have
immortalised his name." In thegreat hall entertainments are sometimes given for the benefit of
the poor, and art exhibitions are also held there
to which we sometimes contribute.
In Vicenza there are at least 19 churches,
one of which possesses a relic of the Sacred Crown
of Thorns.
The shrine of Our Lady at Monte Bericoone of the hills near Vicenza-is next written
about by Emma Mazzotto. A series of arcades,
composed of 150 porticos, leads from the city to
this sanctuary. On each arcade is inscribed the
coat of arms of each generous donor, and the
name of the Institute of the B.V.M. is on the
first large portico. The writer describes a festival
which took place in August, 1900, when the
statue of Our Lady was solemnly crowned after
the High Mass celebrated by the then Cardinal
Patriarch of Venice-now our Sovereign Pontiff,
Pius X. Pope Leo XIII. sent on this occasion
a ring which he had always worn, as an offering
to the shrine.
The fall of the famous Campanile at Venice
is the subject of the next letter, written by Adele

Romanelli. " Que! vide ii a laisse sur la place !
Venise semble muette, privee de son ame; le
geant de 99 metres qui s'elarn;ait vers le ciel,
orgueilleux de son passe, n'est plus aujourd' hui."
Thus she laments pathetically and at some
length the loss sustained by her Ven ice, " la
perle de l' I talie."
The Contessina Rina Negri follows with an
account of the famous bronze horses of St.
Mark's, so much admired by all visitors to
Venice.
The budget of interesting correspondence ends
with a letter from the Contessina Lina di Thiene.
In the genealogical tree of her family one may
find the name of St. Gaetan de Thiene, founder
of the order of Theatines, besides two beatified
and many other distinguished men, cardinals,
statesmen and scholars. One of her ancestors
was created Count Palatine by Frederick III.,
in 1469, and the Comte de Thiene assigned him.
It is on his lands that our nuns have their
villegiature, or summer residence.
The young Countess tells us that of the
family of St. Gaetan, her house alone remains.
She says it would be a joy to her to know that
the saint was honoured in Australia. He is
implored by those who require some great intervention of Divine Providence, and is a powerful
intercessor. His feast is celebrated on the 7th of
August.
No visitors from Ro ME, but a courteous letter
from the convent via venti settembre tells us
that some photos. are on their way. Our young
editresses will gladly find a place for them in the
Post ] ubile_e issue. A correspondence which has
been opened with the Roman pupils will, it is
anticipated, be productive of mutual pleasure.
"Maidens as sweet as English air can make
them" come from the historic convent of
MICKLEGATE BAR, YORK.
With all our hearts we welcome the pupils of
that grand old house whose name awakens such
reverent memories. Are we mistaken in supposing that some members of the group look at
us with laughing Irish eyes ?
Cead Mile Failte ! are the words which
spring to our lips as on the scene appear the
representatives of the Irish Branch of the
I.B.V.M., of which Father Coleridge, S.J.,
writes in his "Life of Rev. Mother Mary Teresa
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Ball" :-" The genial, loving, impulsive Irish
character has had its essential part in producing
the great fruits which have come from the works
begun by Frances Ball." Our Irish Mother
House has, as was fitting, a place all to itself in
Part II., consequently we give th e first greeting
here to Loreto Abbey, Gorey, the home so dear
to our Mother Provincial, whose little niece, the
brig ht wee maid in the swing, has a special right
to visit Ballarat these Jubilee times. The cooking class from the Primary School is also well in
place here, considering th e great interest which
Mother-Provincial took in St. Patrick's School,
when she was Superior in Gorey.
BUSY MANCHESTER,
With its Boarding School, Day Schools, Primary
Schools, its 3,200 children to look after, might
indeed have pleaded "No time," as an excuse
for not sending a contingent to the Jubilee
Celebrations; yet here we find a group of English
pupils to whom we say," Welcome to Ballarat ;"
then turn we to offer salutations to our stately
Spanish sisters, to whom we may apply the
remark made concerning the people of Rome,
"their names are history;" but 'ere we give the
personal details, which lend such an additional
c harm to portraits, we pause to dwell on a tale
of faith which is truly typical of Spanish
Catholicity. The story was told us early in the
year and we may now have forgotten some details, however, the leading facts remain. Two of
our nuns from Castilleja had occasion to go to
Madrid to settle business. On their journey
they received hospitality in a convent. A portion
of the church was set aside for the public, and
there at the early Mass assisted a crowd of
workmen, headed by a man who was evidently in
authority; this latter was plainly dressed, and
through the Mass he knelt on the pavement,
praying with great fervour. Later in the day
the Superioress told her guests that a remarkable
history attached to the man in question. He
had begun life very poor, but he was rich in
faith, a faith strong in its wonderful simplicity,
that simplicity which leads to acts, which to more
material minds seem daring. He determined to
take Our Lord as his partner and to share his
gains with Him, and he was faithful to the
contract, devoting one-half of his scanty earnings
to charity. His signboard bore the inscription-
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" Manuel and - - " (his own name). Emanuel
is a name sufficiently common in Spain, therefore,
it excited no comment ; the man prospered exceedingly, and is now very rich, having a large
furniture factory, or warehouse. After a time, as
his wealth made him more noted, people wondered
who the unknown partner was, as they never saw
him. To his children, as they grew up, he told
the secret, and still, with their consent and that
of his wife, he faithfully lays aside each year half
his profits to be spent in the immediate service
of that Master \Vho so generously rewarded,
even here below, the loving trust placed in Him.
Instances of a like spirit are by no means uncommon in Catholic Spain. Her canonised
saints and beatified children are one of the glories
of the Church. Many of our Spanish sisters can
number among their kindred such heroic souls.
At different periods we have heard personal
details concerning these Spanish sisters, we may
here mention some in connection with the Children of Mary, who are to be seen in the picture,
grouped around a grotto of Our Lady. The girl
at the extreme right of the picture, her arm
resting on a chair, is Gloria Marimon y Porta;
these Spanish names have a certain stately
character, and as pronounced by the Spaniards
must sound musical. The length of the surnames is owing to the fact that those of both
parents generally appear. Beside Gloria stands
Carmen Alperiz y Morales, distinguished as a
musician of considerable tal ent. She studied
for some time at our School of Music, Loreto
Abbey, Hathfarnham, and her name, with that
of her sister Juana, appears frequently, with
honorable mention in a report from the Abbey.
Her. family is truly Catholic, remarkable alike
for zeal and charity. An uncle of Carmen's,
who has a large jute factory, employing more
than a thousand hands, procures a spiritual
retreat each year for his employes; th e nine days
preceding the Feast of the Sacred Heart being
also marked by devotions and sermons. The
Sisters of Charity have heen brought to the
vicinity of the factory by its charit able owner, for
the express purpose of instructing the children of
his workers. Truly this Spaniard understands
the obligations of a Master! The girl seated
on the chair is Maria Teresa Flores Iniguez,
daughter of a great benefactor, one of the several
of whom we read in letters from the Spanish and
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to our Mother Provincial, whose little niece, the
uright wee maid in the swing, has a special right
to visit Ballarat these Jubilee times. The cooking class from the Primary School is also well in
place here, considering the great interest which
Moth er- Provincial took in St. Patrick's School,
when she was Superior in Gorey.
BUSY

MANCHESTER,

vVith its Boarding School, Day Schools, Primary
Schools, its 3,200 children to look after, might
indeed have pleaded "No time," as an excuse
for not sending a contingent to the Jubilee
Celeurations; yet here we find a group of English
pupils to whom we say," Welcome to Ballarat ;"
then turn we to offer salutations to our stately
Spanish sisters, to whom we may apply the
remark made concerning the people of Rome,
"their names are history;" but 'ere we give the
personal details, which lend such an additional
charm to portraits, we pause to dwell on a tale
of faith which is truly typical of Spanish
Catholicity. The story was told us early in the
year and we may now have forgotten some details, however, the leading facts remain. Two of
our nuns from Castilleja had occasion to go to
Madrid to settle business. On their journey
they received hospitality in a convent . A portion
of the church was set aside for the public, and
there at the early Mass assisted a crowd of
workmen, headed by a man who was evidently in
authority; this latter was plainly dressed, and
through the Mass he knelt on the pavement,
praying with great fervour. Later in the day
the Superioress told her guests that a remarkable
history attached to the man in question. He
had begun life very poor, but he was rich in
faith, a faith strong in its wonderful simplicity,
that simplicity which leads to acts, which to more
material minds seem daring. He determined to
take Our Lord as his partner and to share his
gains with Him, and he was faithful to the
contract, devoting one-half of his scanty earnings
to charity. His signboard bore the inscription-
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"Manuel and ·- -"(his own name). Emanuel
is a name sufficiently common in Spain, therefore,
it excited no comment; the man prospered exceedingly, and is now very rich, having a large
furniture factory, or warehouse. After a time, as
his wealth made him more noted, people wondered
who the unknown partner was, as they never saw
him. To his children, as they grew up, he told
the secret, and still, with their consent and that
of his wife, he faithfully lays aside each year half
his profits to be spent in the immediate service
of that Master \Vho so generously rewarded,
even here below, the loving trust placed in Him.
Instances of a like spirit are by no means uncommon in Catholic Spain.
Her canonised
saints and beatified children are one of the glories
of the Church. Many of our Spanish sisters can
number among their kindred such heroic souls.
At different periods we have heard personal
details concerning these Spanish sisters, we may
here mention some in connection with the Children of Mary, who are to be seen in the picture,
grouped around a grotto of Our Lady. The girl
at the extreme right of the picture, her arm
resting on a chair, is Gloria Marimon y Porta;
these Spanish names have a certain stately
character, and as pronounced by the Spaniards
must sound musical. The length of the surnames is owing to the fact that those of both
parents generally appear. Beside Gloria stands
Carmen Alperiz y Morales, distinguished as a
musician of considerable talent. She studied
for some time at our School of Music, Loreto
Abbey, H.athfarnham, and her name, with that
of her sister Juana, appears frequently, with
honorable mention in a report from the Abbey.
Her. family is truly Catholic, remarkable alike
for zeal and charity. An uncle of Carmen's,
who has a large jute factory, employing more
than a thousand hands, procures a spiritual
retreat each year for his employes; the nine days
preceding the Feast of the Sacred Heart being
also marked by devotions and sermons. The
Sisters of Charity have been brought to the
vicinity of the factory by its charitable owner, for
the express purpose of instructing the children of
his workers. Truly this Spaniard understands
the obligations of a Master ! The girl seated
on the chair is Maria Teresa Flores Iniguez,
daughter of a great benefactor, one of the several
of whom we read in letters from the Spanish and
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Roman convents. They tell us of many an act ancestors, and can claim relationship with no less
of disinterested kindness, such as the placing of a one than ST. TERESA, besides more distant concountry seats at the nuns' disposal for the sum- nections with BLESSED DIEGO DE CADIZ and the
mer vacation, furnishing houses, paying travelling family of ST. FRARCIS BoRGIA. Surely Consuela
expenses, doing legal business gratuitously and may feel that these great servants of God take a
the like.
special interest in her and hers.
Having a
Pepita Lasso de la Vega stands with her claim also on the " Emerald Isle" she may
hand resting on the rockery. The name shows probably have some of Erin's saints as additional
her as belonging to a family numbered among patrons.
the grandees of Spain. A curious privilege
No. 4, Anita and Alegria Ypern y Pineda,
attaches to such, they may at any time enter the children of very kind friends of the Institute.
presence of their sovereign and remain with
No. 5, Isabel Barony Martinez, now a Loreto
covered heads contrary to the usual custom nun in Castilleja. An ancient record of sanctity
among men.
appears in her family archives, as the following
Seated at the base of the grotto is Matilda note shows:-" St. MARCEL US, the Centurion,
Lerdo de Tejada, in whom we have heard the lived in Spain in the time of the Emperor Trajan.
lnfanta Louisa Fernanda interesting herself so He established himself in the north, near Leon,
much, the kind visits of the gracious lady were and the place was named after him. Having
valued by nuns and pupils. Beside her is Juana become a Christian he, with his wife and twelve
Alperiz, and next to Juana stands Pepita Plas- children, suffered martyrdom between the years
encia y Santa Cruz. The chivalrous spirit of 298 and 304." ST PETER OF ALCANTARA and
Spanish devotion is shown in the title given to DoNA LUISA DE CARVAJAL of later date, belonged
her father, Count of Santa Barbara. He gained to this same notable ancestry.
distinction through services rendered the army
No. 6, Saturnina and Josefa Benjumea, nieces
by improvement of its artillery, Saint Barbara of dear M.M. Conception Lopez, and grandbeing the recognised patroness of all warlike daughters of General Canaleta.
ammunition, her name was appropriated for the
No. 7, the little Roumanian orphan to whom
new title!
the Queen was so kind ; reference was made to
On the garden bench is one in whom we her in previous pages.
should naturally feel an interest, Pepita BenNo. 8, Condesa de la Mortera. Her family
jumea, a connection of M.M. Conception Lopez of the Herraras belongs to the most ancient
of Rathfarnham (R.l.P.), · one of the early nobility of Spain, being connected with the Royal
Mothers, whose memory is held in great vener- House of Navarre and illustrious families in
Asturias, Leon and Castille. A grand-uncle of
ation.
Enriqueta Plasencia completes the group of the Countess, Don Ramon de Herrara, distinSpanish Children of Mary.
guished himself by the personal and pecuniary
The irregularly artistic arrangement of the sacrifices made for his "Madre Patria." "Faith,
pictures forming the illustration facing this page charity, fortitude and generosity" was the device
renders an explanation necessary.
Nos. 2 and selected for him by King Alfonso XII. He was
colonel of the Fifth Battalion of Volunteers,
1 1 are from Gorey, one showing a portion of the
garden, a niece of Mother-Provincial's in the which he equipped and maintained at his own
foreground, holding a croquet mallet; her little expense. He was decorated with crosses of
sister is in the swing. The cooking class in the many orders, national and foreign, notably that
· of Isabel la Catolica. The Spanish document,
Gorey Primary School is seen in No. 11.
No. 1, Leona Manjon y Zaratiegni, now a with its stately phrases, has tempted us to
nun in a Spanish convent, a daughter of the indulge in a quotation, much abridged, for Don
Marquis of Meritos who, with his noble wife, Ramon's full name alone would run into a line
proved a great benefactor to our nuns on their or more of print.
No. g, Bernarda, Teresa de Jesus Cepeda.
first arrival at Seville.
No. 3, Consuela d' Avila y Garvez, in First What memories the name recalls of the genial,
Communion dress. This child has many saintly noble-hearted ST. TERESA! At the Tercen-
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tenary of the Saint it was proved that the child's
father was the nearest living relative of the
seraphic saint.
No. IO, the collection of pictures closes with
that of the kind-hearted little Bavarian princess,
connected also with Spain through her Royal
Mother's ancestry .
Loreto's peaceful home near the " world of
waters" sends four Niagara visitors to join our
Jubilee Festivities.
Mary, Lucy, Alice and
Eunice, four sisters (who are all richly gifted
with musical talent), are welcomed cordially
among our Australian artistes, perhaps some day
we may have the pleasure of hearing them perform on their favorite instruments.
We shall feel quite at home with Niagara
and Toronto girls, having kept up such a friendly
intercourse with them through the medium of
their Rainbow's literary columns and Leaflet's interesting articles. We heartily congratulate our
sisters on the excellence of their magazines.
We promise ourselves much pleasure from
perusing the Niagara Rainbow, October, 1903,
just received.
The following heartfelt wishes from Loreto
Abbey, Toronto, are another proof of the worldwide union of Loreto's children.
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teen years. In a recent speech made by him,
when addressing his Parliamentary friends, he
referred in strong terms to his well-known
sympathy with the Home Rulers of the country
of his ancestors. One gentleman present at the
meeting said-"We honour Mr. Conmee as a
patriotic Irishman and a Catholic, a man with a
clear head and the heart of a lion." If Irishmen can so fittingly govern why do they not get
a chance of proving their talent for government
in regard of their own Emerald Isle !
Miss Doran from the "Land of the Stars and
Stripes" is very welcome to her Australian
friends, her golden penin sula points out to her
the route she will take if ever she \·isits our
sunny Southern land, where she and all our
American Sisters will be sure to receive a warm
welcome.
AFRic's LITTLE PEOPLE NOW GREET OUR VIEW.

The group in the picture is Loreto's First
Coloured School. There we see four children of
Mrs. Jeppe, nee Maria Juta (a former pupil of
Loreto Convent, Pretoria), and four other chi[.
dren, three sons and adaughterofMrs. Hartough,
nee Caroline Freiler (also a former pupil). The
names and the children have just now a special
interest; \Ve fancy we may read in the resolute
young faces signs of the quiet strength which is
TO REVEREND MOTHER-PROVINCIAL,
a feature of their brave race.
I.B.V.M AUSTRALIA .
Tidings from our Indian convents are now of
Shall we be silent, though ocean divide us,
double interest to us Australians since dear
And deafen our ears to the sound of your joy?
Mother-General told us so much of her impresDoes not your Ju bi lee gladness surround us ?
Gladness so free from all worldly alloy.
sions concerning that land and its people. Thanks
That the angels may lend it their presence, and still
to her kindness and that of the nuns in India, we
Be in harmony true with the music above;
Nay, mingle their own with their voices of praise
have seen photos. of many phases of Indian life,
That echo our greetings, and utter our love .
and several of our sisters have sent us essays;
From many interesting photographs sent to two we reproduce; while we thank Nora Brenus from Loreto Abbey, Toronto, Miss Marie nan for her pretty verses and Wi:iifred Wibron
Smith's (the gifted violinist) is one of those for a second essay; her card, showing a scene
selected to grace our Blossoms (what a pity we during a tiger hunt, will be a valued addition to
cannot put all the Loreto girls in the world into a collection. Perhaps, as Winifred has lived in
them). We were glad to see from a newspaper Africa, she may send us an article dealing with
article that Miss Smith has a nice selection of her experiences. We read with pleasure a letter
Irish airs in her musical repertoire.
from Isoline Antrim to Myrtle; a very good letter
Miss Fitzpatrick and Miss Conmee next greet for a maiden of 11 years. She tells of the enterus, they are daughters of two of the leading tainment given by the pupils of Bow Bazaar for
Catholics of the Dominion.
the feast of Mother-Provincial; it must have
The Hon. C. Fitzpatrick fills the important been a pleasant time for all, the items being so
post of Minister of Justice. Mr. Conmee has re_ varied, why, "the song rendered by roo small
presented West Algoma in Parliament for six- boys, who displayed wonderful vocal powers,"
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was an entertainment in itself.
\Ve shall now visit the far.famed city of Agra,
guided by Lena Onupama Ghosh. In the manuscript, over the English heading of the article,
as also over her own signature, Lena has written
the equivalent in Hindoo characters which, could
we reproduce, would give that life touch that has
such a charm.
THE HISTORIC FORT OF AGRA.
Our Australian sisters who feel interested in
India may like to read something about Agra,
the old Moghul capital of India; at present a fort,
and formerly the residence of the emperors.
\Vhen travelling a short time ago in the
north-west provinces I spent a few days with
some friends at Agra. While there we agreed
to form a party to visit the fort. I was delighted, as more than once I had admired its
colossal proportions and longed to see the wonders within.
From the exterior we could see only solid
walls of granite, so thick as to allow two chariots
to drive abreast on them. The different buildings inside are a great contrast to the outer walls,
the former being delicately built of marble, with
mosaic terraces. The guide, a very little Mussulman with a very big turban, took us first to
what was once the" Dwani eh Daulat" (Audience
Hall). Its pillars and walls are ornamented
with designs of flowers and birds, and beautifully
inlaid with precious stones; while Arabic texts
from the "Koran" (Sacred Book) are inscribed
over the archways. Next we visited the" Shish
Mahal" (Glass House), so called from the
myriads of little star-shaped mirrors panelling
the walls and glittering so as to dazzle our eyes
when lights were taken into the rooms.
Then by a narrow marble staircase we passed
up to a tiny room where Shah Jehan is said to
have been imprisoned by his son. Opposite this
room is a balcony overlooking the beautiful blue
Jumna. We stood at this oalcony and watched
the sun setting on the gleaming walls of the Taj_
Mahal-India's finest architectural gem -as did
the monarch who, wheh dying, asked to be
carried out, that he might behold once more that
noble structure, the erection ofwhich had been
the cherished dream of his life.
Our guide then asked hesitatingly, as if fearing the contrast might shock us, if we would like
to see the underground prisons.

We expressed our great willingness to do so,
not knowing what was to come. The man forthwith disappeared to obtain the necessary permission, and after a few minutes returned, carry ·
ing two flaming torches. We went down a flight
of stairs to a musty, dark room, scarcely fourteen
In this room, criminals awaiting
feet square.
judgment were formerly imprisoned. Next we
entered another equally small room, with a huge
beam extending across it at a few feet from the
ceiling. We were told that this was the place of
execution-the criminals having been suspended
on the beam were dropped through a hole in the
Beyond these
floor into the flowing Jumna.
rooms is a long corridor with tiny cells on either
side, and on the walls we could see the bloodstains of a prisoner, who is said to have courted
death rather than remain imprisoned in one of
those living tombs. Needless to say, we did not
linger in this gruesome spot, but hurried outside
- glad to breathe once more the pure, fresh air,
hardly realizing that the same mind that had
planned such splendour could have had such
complex tastes!
From this we went across a quadrangle to
the Pearl Mosque-now but a remnant of its
former self-having been despoiled of all its rich
pearls and ornaments. Still it is one of the fairest
buildings Agra can boast of.
Built also of the purest white Sienna marble
it stands a rival to the famous Taj.
The modern portions of the fort were next
visited. The treasure house is very interesting
as it contains relics of the ancient Moghul dynasty
and memorials of the fatal Sepoy mutiny of 1857.
It was near nightfall when we had satisfied
our thirst for exploration and so we thought it
best to wend our way homewards, stopping on
the roadsides now and again to purchase the
carved ivory curios, made so skilfully by the poor
of India, and to watch the little children with
their peach-like cheeks and almond eyes playing
about in the dust on the roads, quite unconscious
of our admiration.
Truly, one must visit the north-west to see all
that is beautiful in India, both in nature and in
art ; and I felt a pang of regret when a few
months later saw me standing at the railway
station, bidding a good-bye to it all, to return to
the hum-drum, prosaic life of Calcutta.
LENA 0NUPAMA GHOSH.
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"SOMETHING JUNG LISH."
Dear Australian Sisters,You have asked me to write something" junglish." What do I, a dweller in this "city of
palaces," know about jungles or anything which
would fittingly come under such a title, for I have
never been in the jungles of India, though I have
in the forests of South Africa. However, I shall
try to tell you something about tiger-hunting in
the Sunderbunds, a region" jnnglish" enough to
.
I
smt any taste.
The Sunderbunds consist of a group of marshy
islands at the mouth. of the river Hooghly.
During the greater part of the year they are
almost uninhabited, except by some low-caste
Bengalees. The place abounds in wild animals,
especially tigers, consequently it is the scene of
many tiger-hunts.
The following is the manner in which this
dangerous sport is carried on.
The men who take part in the hunt hire
elephants and coolies. They ride in howdahs
upon the elephants, and the coolies are required
to hunt the tiger from his lair, which is done by
beating vigorously upon drums.
This disturbs
the animal and be springs out angry and defiant,
glaring round to see who the offenders are. The
coolies, seeing this, continue to beat on their
drums, setting up, at intervals, a series of deafening shouts which frighten the animal. Meantime, the hunters on the elephants run him down.
On coming in contact with the hunting party,
the tiger springs on the elephant's neck, and
mauls him terribly. However, he is generally
soon settled for, either by a shot from the hunter's
gun, or by the elephant, who, t wining his trunk
round the animal's body, dashes him with great
force to the ground, at the same time trampling
him to death. But this is not always the case,
for sometimes the tiger is too quick for the
elephant, and springs from his neck into the
howdah, killing everyone inside unless he be immediately shot by someone with the presence of
mind for such an act.
These sports take place during the winter
season, and then the Sunderbunds become quite
animated, especially if any royal personage or
the Viceroy takes part in the sports.
Englishmen who succeed in" bagging" a tiger generally
have him stufted and take him back with them
to Europe as a trophy of their" Indian conquests,"
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while those who are of an economical turn of
mind convert the tiger's skin into a rug to shelter
them from the cold blasts of an Albion winter
and spring, leaving his bones to bleach on his
native shore.
Others too, there are, who go the to Sunderbunds with nobler and higher aims. They also
go to hunt-but to hunt souls, and with the
spirit of St. Francis Xavier these brave and devoted Belgian Fathers of the Society of Jesus
spend, not a few weeks of the cold season, but
often their lives in ministering to the temporal
as well as the spiritual wants of the poor despised
natives. Owing to the Fathers' zeal, Christianity
has made considerable progress. Some of the
young girls have already even manifested a
vocation for the religious life and are making
their novitiate at the Loreto Orphanage, En tally,
a suburb of Calcutta. It is intended, when the
Sisters of the Institute of the B.V.M. open their
new native schools in the Sunderbunds, that these
Bengalee sisters shall accompany them to act as
catechists and helps in the Christian and religious
training of the girls and women in the districts.
Dear Australian sisters, I began to write to
you "something junglish," and have rapidly
passed from tigers to our good fathers and sisters.
\ iV hat a strange medley! but since the zealous religious are so willing to spend their lives in
jungles, they will also forgive the seemingly
irreverent manner in which I have mixed them
up with tigers and tiger-hunting. I beg the same
kind indulgence from you, while
I remain,
Yours sincerely,
WINIFRED WrnoN,

En/ant de Marie.

St. Xavier's Loreto Day School,
Bow Bazaar, Calcutta.
The visitors from India are types of many
races and various castes.
Here you see faces
with which many are familiar, the high-class
natives and the poor children for whom our nuns
labour so zealously. Indira Tagore has a decided
right to appear in our Jubilee number. Our
acquaintanceship dates back many years when
she kindly contributed to the Blossoms. Will she
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use her pen for us in 1904? Welcome glad we
have for all. For the young daughter of the
Rajah of Moorshedebad, who gazes at us with
wondering eyes, for the four Parsee children, for
Virginia from the Sandwich Islands, for the grave
Chinese and for the happy looking orphans of
Saint Anne's, who gather so lovingly round

:a
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MOTHER GENERAL AND THE ORPHANS AT SAINT c4NNE' S.

motber's '.lLetter to lber

-;
LORETO ABBEY,
MARY'S MOUNT , BALLARAT,
FEAST OF ST. ANNE, 26TH }ULY, 1903.
MY DEAREST CHILPREN,-

THOUGHT you wou ld not expect me to write the
usual letter this year, but I find the Editors of Eucalyptits Blossoms inexorable ; and as to-day is the Feast
of St. Anne, no better day could be chosen to send my
yearly greeting to you all, distant and near. You will
easily guess why I find St. Anne's Feast a suitable one
on which to write to you, dear Children, for was not
she the Valiant \Voman whom the Church in the Epistle
of to-day's Mass sets before our eyes for imitation . And
is not the Valiant Woman a model for all the Children of
Loreto! A model on which to form their li ves wherever
God calls them to do His work, when the days of childhood are past, and responsible life wi th all its duties
stretches out in the future before them -whether as
daughter, wife, mother-in the midst of a thoughtless,
pleasure-seeking world, or in the 'retirement of the cloister.
when, obedient to the call of our Lord, they have left all
to follow Him, and to consecrate all their energy and
talents to the work He gives them to do for the young or
the old, the suffering or the helpless, all of whom require·
the unselfish, devoted Valiant Woman to come to their
aid. But, dearest Children, you who are yet in the fresh
bright days of early youth, and who look forward to life
as one long summer day , must beware of setting before
you in the future a mere butterfly existence; to do so
would be to fill ·your life with bitter disappointmentsyou are too well instructed, I should say educated, to fall
into this error, you know too well the meaning of life, and
for what purpose you have been sent into this world .
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Mother-General, realising instinctively, no doubt,
that they are very dear to her motherly heartspecially dear.
Yes! welcome to all. Whether ye come from
the torrid Ind. or from Afric's cities, or from the
glorious West, or from Europe's historic lands.
Welcome, sisters dear, pupils of the I.B.V.M.

<Ibtl~ren.

*'==
Still, it may not be amiss to remind you, even in childhood and early youth, that you should begin then to learn
and practise those solid virtues that are necessary to
fulfil life's duties, when their responsibilities come to you.
-Think of St. Anne, the Valiant Woman. We read of
her charity, her unselfishness , her industry. thoughtfulness of others, setting aside her own ease to look to the
comfort of even her domestic servants, the courteousness
of her manners, as "she opened her mouth to wisdom,
and the law of clemency on her tongue ." No unkindly
criticism , much less uncharitable word passed her lipsin the law of mercy, clemency," spake her noble mind and
kind heart." Nor were the accomplishments of the day
neglected, for she wrought in tapestry, and was dressed
as became her rank, in "purple and fine linen," and,
moreover, she knew how to make her own clothes, as well
as those of her househoW. Now all this may be learned
a nd practised in early youth,_and then in maturer years
the hands can be "put out to strong things ," buying and
selling, looking after important concerns of a household,
and I may say here, that one of the greatest of this
world 's joys that our Divine Lord has given those who
laboured for Him within the walls of Loreto, has been
to know and see how faithfully and nobly the young
matrons, who were once children in Loreto , fulfil their
duties in their own homes; and that they feel and understand the great trust our Heavenly Father has placed in
them by giving them immortal souls to bring up for Him
and for Heaven. May they , like St. Anne, con tinue to
prove worthy of this trust . To her was confided the Pearl
of the Blessed Trinity, Mary Immaculate, destined , one
day , to be God's own Mother. Although St. Anne did
not know the great destiny of her little child, she fulfilled
in her regard all the duties Almighty God required of her,

0
.

'

(Princess Di/shad)
of Moorshedebad.

T. LAFONG and VIRGINIA ,
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as the best of mothers; she even gave up her child to God
in the Temple at the age of three years, an age when she
must have been like the very fibres of her mother's heart :
yet, who ever made a generous sacrifice for God and did
not receive a hundred-fold. Now and for almost 2,000
years bas that fond mother been recompensed by the
society of her beloved child in Heaven, where she sees her
crowned Queen of Angels and Saints, and honoured as the
Mother of the King-Our Divine Lord, Who created for
Himself a Mother Immaculate and Perfect, as no other
ever was. And now, dear Children of Loreto, Children
of Mary Immaculate, will you not strive to imitate that
beautiful Mother of God by carefully shunning everything
that could sully the white robe given you at Baptism.
And if, in passing through the world's muddy highways,
some spot or stain is contracted, will you not hasten to the
Tribunal of Mercy, and purify yourselves in the Precious
Blood, and even before you can receive the Sacrament of
Penance let heartfelt contrition efface the stain. This
purity of heart will make you very dear to your Immaculate Mother, and she will obtain for you that strength of
character that will enable you to do much good in the
world, wherever your lot may be cast. We read that the
Valiant Woman "hath put out her hand to strong things,
and her fingers have taken hold of the spindle; she hath
opened her hand to the needy and stretched out hands to
the poor. Favour is deceitful and beauty is vain, the
woman that feareth the Lord, she shall be praised." And
not merely with the poor passing praise of this world-that
often condemns to-day what it lauded yesterday, but the
praise of God, Who will one day say to her, "Well done,
good and faithful servant, because thou hast been faithful
over a few things I will place thee over many things :
enter thou into the joy of thy Lord." Pray, dear Children,
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we may all one day meet to receive the welcome of the
Divine Master and to rejoice with Him for ever. I will
pray for you, beginning life's journey, and you will pray
for me, who am nearing the end, and believe me ever,
Your devoted and affectionate old Mother in J.C.,
MARY

J.

GONZAGA BARRY,
I.B .V.M.

A POSTSCRIPT.
May I take advantage of a woman's privilege-or
concession to her weakness,-and put in a postscript two
very important items not included in my letter.-First,
heartfelt thanks for the very generous response to my
appeal for requisites for Our Lady's Church ; in Blossoms
each gift will receive special acknowledgment. SecondIn order to give an opportunity of better knowing how to
imitate the Valiant Woman, a school of Domestic
Economy, iucluding hygeine, sanitation, housekeeping,
cooking, domestic duties, household accounts, plain sewing by hand and machine, and, in general, all matters
appertaining to good housekeeping will be established at
Loreto Abbey, Mary's Mount. I would like it to be called
"The Jubilee School"-as I believe that it would crown
the Silver Jubilee of your Alma Mater, and be a source of
joy and comfort to many an Australian home. In connection with the above, there will be a Science Coursea well-fitted laboratory will be a feature of the new hall.
All will, I trust, help many an Australian girl to
become a Valiant Woman, uniting useful acquirements
and pleasing accomplishments to refined manners and
solid piety.
M.G.B.

Mother Provincial wishes to return heartfelt thanks to the kind donors of the following gifts: Loreto Abbey, Rathfarnham, Dublin.-Set of Vestments, cloth of silver, Celtic design.: Statue of Saint
Bridget. Irish Embroidery. Irish Har p. Address, bound
and illuminated ; several beautiful Books .
Loreto Convent, North Great George's Street, Dublin.
-Large framed Picture, (steel engraving) .
Loreto Convent, Stephen's Green , Dublin.-Books.
Loreto Convent , Bray, Co. Wicklow -Books.
Loreto Convent, Kilkenny .-Irish Lace for Alb.
Large Illustrated Book !The Madonna).
Loreto Convent, Gorey, Co. Wexford.-Two large
(framed) Pictures. Life sized bust of Apollo. Photographs. Spiritual Bouquet.
Loreto Convent , Killarney. Co. Kerry . . Church Gong.
Cross in Mosaic and Silver. Pictures.
Institute of B.V.M . York.-Collection of Valuable
Books. Photographs of Saint Mary's Convent, York.
Institute of B .V.M., Manchester.-Very handsome set
of Silk Embroidered Vestments.
Institute of B . V.M ., Vicenza, Italy.-A beautiful
Silver Reliquary containing many Precious Relics.
7.-; Loreto Convent, Seville, Spain .-A Magnificent Cope.
Handpainted Banneret. Lace. so Masses.
Loreto Convents, India -A beautiful Album containing large Photographs of India. A collection of Gold and
Silver Embroidery. Fancy Work . Specimens for Museum.
Books. Spiritual Bouquets.
Loreto Convents, Canada.-Lace for Altar. Handpainted Vase. Antependium. Pictures. Fancy Articles.
Loreto Convents, Africa.- Curios and Books.
The Community of Mary's Mount, Ballarat.-A statue
of Saint Aloysius.
The Community of Dawson Street, Ballarat .-Vestments, cloth of silver richly embroidered in gold .
The Community of Portland-Beautiful Lace. A Calf.
The Community and Pupils, Albert Park, Melbourne.
-Cheque £so towards erecting side Altar in Church.
The Community and Pupils, Hornsby, Sydney. Cheque for Altar.
The Community and Pupils, Milson's Point, Sydney.
-Cheque for Altar.
The Community and pupils, Osborne, Perth.-Cheque
for Altar.
The Community and Pupils, Adelaide Terrace, Perth.
- Cheque for Altar.
The Pupils of Loreto Abbey, Mary's Mount, Ballarat.
-Cheque £s2 towards erecting Altar of Our Lady in
Church.
Former Pupils of Loreto Training College, Dawson
Street, Ballarat.-Dalmatics (white moire embroidered in
gold).
Former Pupils of Loreto Day School , Dawson St.Revolving Letter Bureau .
Present Pupils of Loreto Training College.-Carved
Walnut Piano Stool. Two framed Photographs. Two
handsome sets of rerra Cotta Pots and Stands.
Present Pupils of Loreto Day School.-Mass Charts
framed in Oak. Large framed Photograph of Cardinal
Steinhuber
Pupils of Loreto Primary School, St. Joseph'sFramed Photograph of M. M. Xaveria Fallon, R.I.P ., our
late Reverend Mother-General.
His Grace, Right Rev. Dr. Kelly, Archbishop of
Sydney.--A Relic in Case.
His Lordship, Most Rev. Dr. Moore, Bishop of
Ballarat . -A Cheque.
His Lordship, Most Rev . Dr. Delaney, Bishop of
Hobart.-A Cheque and Photograph.
Very Rev. Dr. McManamny, Ballarat.-Two Handsome Pictures.
Rev. Fr. Kirby.-Gold Mounted Cruets.
The Ursuline Sisters, Armadale-Illuminated Address.
The Sisters of Nazareth, Ballarat-A Handsome
Epergne.
The Sisters of Charity, Tasmania-Shell Salt Spoons
(mounted in silver).
The Ladies of Charity, Ballarat.-MassiveCandelabra
for Church.
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The Ladies of Charity, Perth.-6 Handsome Steel
engravings, (framed) .
A very beautiful White Marble Altar erected in
memory of Countess Elizabeth Wolff-Metternich who
contributed so munificently towards the building of the
Church.
The handsome White Marble Altar Rails with elaborately wrought Brass Doors, erected in memory of James
Coghlan Esq., by his family .
The Northern Stained Glass Window given by
Thomas Loughlin, Esq., in memory of his uncle, Martin
Loughlin, Esq.
The Southern Stained Glass Window given by John
Buckley Esq., Melbourne, in memory of his wife.
The Eastern Stained Glass Window given by Miss
Isabella (Daisy) Coghlan, in memory of her brother
Arthur Coghlan , Esq.
The Western Stained Glass Window, given by Mrs.
Gibson, Mrs. Knight, Misses Knight, Barry, Bell, and
Mademoiselle Delsoite.
THE STATIONS OF THE CROSS.
The following have been taken: One Station erected in memory of the Most Rev Dr.
O'Connor, First Bishop of Ballarat.
One Station erected in memory of the Rev. John
Field, Cork .
Two Stations erected by Mrs. Thomas Hogan, Melbourne.
Four Stations erected by Thomas Loughlin Esq .,
Ballarat.
The names of contributors to Seats in Church, we
reserve until our next issue, by which time we hope to
have the names engraved on brass plates affixed to the
benches.
)( Set of Vestments, Embroidered in Gold, worked and
presented by the Misses Coghlan , Ballarat.
Several handsome Pictures presented by John Barry,
Esq., Middleton, Co. Cork; and Miss Barry, Loreto Abbey,
Ballarat.
Crystal Salad Bowl Mounted in Silver, presented by
Miss Buckley, Melbourne.
Entree Dishes (Silver), presented by John Buckley
Esq., Melbourne.
Book, presented by Miss Burke, Dublin.
Valuable Lace, presented by Miss Carter, Germany.
Enlarged Photograph of Rev . Mother Provincial,
presented by Mr. Dearden (Richards & Co.)
Books, presented by Mrs. and Misses O'Connell
Ffrench, Dublin.
Framed Picture, presented by Mr. Hamer, Ballarat.
Handsome Stole, presented by Miss A. Mullany,
Melbourne.
Cheque £so. presented by Miss A. Molloy, Melbourne.
Handsome Art Cushion, presented by M. Heynolds
Esq., Ballarat.
Books, presented by Mrs. Downes, Adamstown, Co.
Wexford .
Remington Typewriter, presented by Thomas Loughlin, Esq., Ballarat.
Books, presented by Misses O'Flaherty, Enniscorthy,
Co. Wexford.
Books, presented by Mrs. Royce, Churchtown, Co.
Wexford.
Pyro-tinted Figure of Our Lord, presented by Miss
Tappin, Melbourne.
Book, presented by Miss Knox Smith, Ballarat.
Other Books and Pictures, besides numerous Letters,
Telegrams and Cards were also received.
If any gifts from kind friends have not been mentioned,
it is owing to the fact , that Rev. Mother Provincial (who
was absent in Perth when above list was made out) had the
book in which she had carefully noted each Jubilee
present.
The names of Contributors to Jubilee Fund have
already been announced at Jubilee Entertainment.
To all kind friends Mother Provincial again offers
thanks, and wishes all a Happy Christmas and a Bright
New Year.

A Casket containing three hundred sovereigns, presented by former Pupils and a few Friends.

Celtic Vestments.

ADVERTJSEMENTS.
PUBLICATIONS.

MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
BY M.A.C.
~~

Lovers of Music will be glad to know that
the melodies harmonised and adapted for Orchestra by M.A .C., and played at the Jubilee
Concert, Mary's Mount, have been artistically
arranged for the Piano by Dr. Charles Vincent.
Copies can be obtained at Sutton's, Ballarat;
Allan's, Melbourne; and at Loreto Abbey,
Mary's Mount.
OTHER STUDIES BY M.A.C.

"A MOTHER'S LETIERS TO HER CHILDREN."
Mother Provincial's Letters, collected from
various issues of the Loreto Eucalyptus Blossoms,
1886-1903.

Price, postage included, rs. 8d.

PHOTOS.
Groups of former Pupils
,,
,, present Pupils.
,,
,, Tableaux.
Price, 2s. 2d. each (postage included.)

PRESS NOTICES.
TuToR FOR THE IRISH HARP.-" The book
under consideration is admirable, and contains
every possible information a student may
require."-The Organist and Choirmaster.

Showing six views of the Convent.
2d. each ; by post, 2td.

TWENTY-SEVEN STUDIES FOR THE IRISH
HARP.-" To follow the Tutor an excellent collection of Studies are arranged which are well
calculated to develop execution."

Views of Church and Cloister.
each; by post, I~d.

IRISH MELODIES TRANSCRIBED AND ADAPTED
FOR THE IRISH HARP.-"We have here a number
of books each containing 12 of the choicest gems
of Irish Melody arranged for the Irish Harp in
a musicianly, yet simple manner; wherever
necessary, fingering is added, also directions for
use of modulating pedals, &c. The publication
of such a complete and comprehensive library
should be welcomed by every lover of national
music and unselfish patriotic devotion to the art
of music, which more than any other appeals to
the hearts of pure-minded, high-souled, truthloving, mortals, and in fostering a love of home,
country, and mankind in general."
IRISH MELODIES, ARRANGED FOR THE HARP.
"Forty eight Irish melodies arranged for the
large Erard or Concert Harp. In these arrangements, though the harmonies are natural and
pure, advantage is taken of the greater possibilities of the instrument, to introduce chords
and effects which are necessarily prescribed in
the pieces for the little Irish Harp. The melodies are presented in a full and satisfactory
form. All harp performers should hasten to
obtain these four books which are a valuable contribution to the present limited catalogue of
well-written harp music."

LETTER CARDS,
Price,

POST CARDS.
Price, 1d.

THE JUBILEE NUMBER of BLOSSOMS
is ready.

Price, (postage included), IS. 8d.

C:atbolic Seminar}], '.JLtege, JBelgtum,
:!Europe.
The Editresses of the Eucalyptus Blossoms
have received a letter from above address asking
them to draw attention to the fact that an Association was formed in 1890 at the Episcopal
Seminary " to gather old stamps, even the most
common;" the proceeds of the sale go to help
the Catholic Missions on the Congo, which are
under the care of various Religious Orders.
Numerous spiritual favours may be gained by
aiding the work. The Missionaries give benefactors a memento in each Mass. The First
Friday of each month "to the end of time"
Mass will be offered for them; on the 3rd
November each year solemn Requiem Mass is
offered for deceased Benefactors. Crests, monograms, stamps, all are useful.
Address:
THE SUPERIOR, CATHOLIC SEMINARY, LIEGE,
BELGIUM.
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